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PREFACE 
A study of interest and personality patterns in relation 
to specific abilities is one approach to the basic under-
standing of individual differences . In every field of endeavor 
cognizance must be taken of these individual differences , if 
people are to attain satisfaction and success in their voca-
tional and avocational activities . Not everything that makes 
for success in any given field can be measured by tests of 
aptitude and ability alone; interests and personality charac-
teristics are also important factors, and when these are com-
bined with aptitude and ability, a more comprehensive 
understanding of the individual and the factors that contribute 
to the development of his total potentialities will be gained. 
Interests and personality traits are very complex in their 
nature, and , when studied in their relation to specific abili-
ties or vocations, they should aid in gaining insight into the 
intricate process of cause and effect. 
Our knowledge concerning this aspect of human behavior is 
often shrouded in superstitions and beliefs that have evolved 
in man ' s endeavor not onl y to understand himself and others but 
also to assign reasons for the varying behavior of individuals 
within his group. Most of these concepts have been based on 
casual observation with no systematic attempt to secure an 
iv 
analytic description of the interrelationship of traits existing 
as the basis of the various aspects of human activity. 
This study is undertaken for the purpose of adding some-
thing to the understanding of this interrelationship and of 
verifying the findings in other investigations in this area. 
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the members of 
the advisory committee for the time and advice given during the 
preparation of this study , and especially, to Dr . S. L. Reed , 
chairman of the committee for his invaluable aid and encourage-
ment . Prof. Carl Marshall also rendered valuable aid in 
computing the statistical data. A vote of thanks is due Miss 
Elizabeth J . Kerby for typing and assisting in the editing of 
the manuscript . And last, but not least, I wish to thank my 
husband and children for their consideration and understanding 
while this study was in process . 
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Man has long been interested in the relationship between an 
individual's vocation and his abilities , interests , and person-
ality traits. Even the philosophers of the ancient Greeks noted 
the existence of differences in ability and personality traits, 
and that these differences were factors in determining the 
particular vocational activity whereby a person could make his 
greatest contribution to society. 1 Many studies were undertaken, 
after the birth of experimental psychology , in the attempt to 
bring some scientific evidence to bear upon this problem. Each 
decade following the founding of Wundt's psychological labora-
tory, valuable techniques for the study of human traits have 
been developed, thus making possible further delving into the 
various aspects of individual differences and the relationships 
of individuals. 
The depression during the 1930's gave an impetus to studies 
designed to determine if certain patterns of abilities charac-
terized workers in different types of occupations. A study by 
Dvorak at that time produced evidence showing that distinctive 
1 Plato, "The Socratic Utopia," chap. II , ~ Republic, 
(New York: Random House, 1937). 
2 
d .d . 2 patterns i exist. However, counselors soon began to realize 
that not every thing that makes for success on the job is being 
measured satisfactorily. Tyler suggests that probably the 
reasons 
••• our predictions of educational and occupational suc -
cess are no more accurate than they are is that we are 
basing them purely on measures of abilities and f~iling 
to take personality characteristics into account,J 
and that interest and personality traits may be important as-
pects of an individual's success and efficiency in any field. 
This may be particularly so when coupled with abilities. 
Cattell believes that "Abilities ••• are the tools of dynamic 
traits and may be used interchangeably by the same or different 
drives."4 This is evident in many clinical studies recording 
instances of special motor and perceptual skills, 
••• developing like symptoms, out of the unconscious 
drives, relentlessly seeking expression •••• Many of 
the s pecific abilities distinct from intelligence ••• 
may prove to be environmentally, dynamically shaped 
patterns , from general ability, being impressed by 
particular investment in time agd energy in certain 
conventional patterns of skill. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study has been undertaken to ascertain the interrela-
tionships, if any , that may exist between aesthetic ability, as 
2 Beatrice Jeanne Dvorak , Differential Occupational Ability 
Patterns, {Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press), 1935. 
3 Leona E. Tyler , The Psychology of Human Differences~ {New 
.York: D Appleton-Century Co., Inc., 1947), p. 379. 
4 Raymond B. Cattell, "Personality Traits Associated with 
Abilities. I. With Intelligence and Drawing Abilities, " Education-
al and Psychological Measurements , Vol. V, {Summer, 1945), p. 131. 
5 Ibid. , p •. 132 . 
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measured by the Meier Art Judgment Test, and interests and 
personality traits , as determined by the Kuder Preference Record 
and the Guilford- Zimmerman Temperament Survey, respectively. 
The primary objectives are: 
1 . To ascertain the existence, if any, of statisticall y 
significant sex differences in the interests and 
personal ity traits of both the high-ability (aesthetic) 
group and the low-ability (aesthetic) group . 
2. To find if statistically reliable differences exist 
between the interests and personality traits of 
college men having no specific training in art , but 
possessing high aesthetic ability and a similar group 
apparently having little or no such ability. 
J . To determine if significant differences in interests 
and personality traits are evident between high-ability 
women and low- ability women . 
4. To make analyses of group profil es , constructed from 
the mean T- scores for each group on the various tests 
and scales, in order to discover if the differences 
will be significant in the formation of interest and 
personality patt erns or syndromes characteristic of 
these groups. 
The primary objectives are: 
1. To ascertain if there are significant differences in 
aesthetic judgment between the high-ability group and 
a group of college art students . 
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2. To find statistically reliable differences in intelli-
gence as measured by the Henmon-Nel.§..Qg Tests Qf Mental 
Ability, that may exist between the ability groups and 
the college art students. 
3. To determine if significant sex differences are evident 
in aesthetic judgment or mental ability. 
4. To ascertain if personality differences exist between 
people having low aesthetic ability and high artistic 
interest, and those having both low ability and low 
artistic interest; also t o ascertain if differences 
exist between groups having high aesthetic ability and 
high interest, and those having high ability but low 
artistic interest. 
5. To analyze such differences as appear by means of pro-
files constructed from the mean T-scores. 
Scope and design of the Study 
The study might be characterized as an investigation deal-
ing with the factors of intelligence, sex, interests, and 
personality traits, and their relationship to aesthetic judgment 
as it exists at the college level. The subjects were drawn from 
Introductory Psychology classes at the Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College which are predominantly freshman. The data 
for this study were secured by administering the following tests: 
Meier Art Judgment Test , Kuder Preference Record, Guilford-
Zimmerman Survey, and Henmon- Nelson Tests of Mental Maturity. 
The raw data have been statistically treated to obtain the mean, 
the standard deviation , the standard error of the mean . For 
5 
each of the groups being compared, the difference between means, 
the standard error of the difference, and t-values were com-
puted. From these statistics the comparisons of the various 
groups were made and profiles constructed. 
Organization of the Study 
In this chapter the purpose and design of the study has 
been briefly presented. Chapter II gives the historical background 
of the problem and a review of the literature that is pertinent 
to the study. Chapter III presents the experimental design which 
encompasses the purpose, a detailed description of the materials 
used, the procedure, and the statistical treatment of the data. 
Chapter IV includes the findings and the interpretation accom-
panied by the tables and graphs developed from the compiled data. 
Chapter Vis devoted to a summary of the study. 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
Today, as never before in history, due to the complexity 
of modern civilization and the division of labor within our 
culture, it is important that a better understanding of the 
interrelationships underlying the interests, abilities, and per-
sonality traits of each individual be gained in order that each 
individual may obtain the greatest satisfaction from life and 
make his greatest contribution to society. Do dynamically 
shaped patterns of interests and personality traits accompany 
specific abilities, thus making an individual better adapted to 
some occupations or areas of activity than to others? Abilities 
are often thought of as being independent of personality traits 
but related to interests. But are ability traits unitary or are 
there certain traits of personality which are characteristic of 
people who possess certain specific abilities? How and to what 
extent is interest related to ability? Do people who possess a 
high degree of a specific ability have interest and personality 
patterns that are significantly different from interest and 
personality patterns of people who do not possess such abilities 
to any great extent? Are sex differences important in studying 
aesthetic ability and the interest and personality traits of 
people with high and low ability? Is there a difference in 
such patterns for people who have high ability and little 
interest in a particular field, and those who possess little 
ability but appear to have a good deal of interest? 
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Since Dvorak's study1 questions of this nature have stimu-
lated research in the area of interest and personality patterns 
for various occupational groups and students in certain curric-
ular fields in college. Most of the studies have dealt with 
either the interest patterns or the personality patt erns; a few, 
however , have attempted to determine the relationships of both 
the interest and personality patterns t o vocations or abilities . 
The research reviewed herein gives the background of the patt ern 
approach to the study of aptitudes in relation to interests and 
personality traits. 
In 1935 Dodge , 2 working with unemployed men and women who 
came for guidance to the Adjustment Service in New York , made a 
similar study to Dvorak's . There was , however , one outstanding 
difference. Dodge included the Bernreuter Personality Inventory 
in the battery of tests used . He chose thirteen occupational 
groups, composed of people who were unemployed but had had at 
least two years of successful employment in their special field. 
The occupational groups included were: engineers, draftsmen , 
high school teachers , elementary school teachers, secretaries , 
stenographers (women ), accountants, traveling salesmen , retail 
1 Dvorak, 212.• cit. 
2 Arthur Farwell Dodge , Occupational Ability Patterns . 
(New York Teachers College, Columbia University Contribution to 
Education , No . 658 , 1935) . PP• 1-97. 
saleswomen, retail salesmen, bookkeepers (men), bookkeepers 
(women), and office workers. Differences were found that were 
in the same direction as those in the Dvorak study. Although 
very reliable differences were found to exist between the 
average abilities of the individuals in different occupational 
groups , the variation of individuals within the group makes the 
profiles of little use for individual vocational-counseling. 
Nevertheless , some significant and distinctive personality dif-
ferences were apparent from the data. The highest indication 
of Nervous Stability was for the engineers, with the traveling 
salesmen second.3 Bookkeepers, both men and women , tended to 
rank lowest in Nervous Stability and Social Dominance as 
measured by the Bernreuter Inventory. The median of the sales 
group was above the median of the combined groups in Social 
Dominance; while the clerical group ranked below the combined 
group median in this personality trait . Self-Sufficiency showed 
less differentiation between the occupational groups; only the 
engineers stood out as significantly different from the combined 
group median.4 Patterns on both the ability and personality 
tests for accountants and bookkeepers showed striking resem-
blances in general outline. Patt erns for engineers and drafts-
men were somewhat similar; patterns for the traveling salesmen 
and retail salesmen were also similar in shape. High school and 
elementary teachers' profiles differed only on the vocabulary 
3 
4 
Dodge, .Q.2.• cit ., P• 74. 
Ibid., p. 37. 
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test and, with the exceptions of the engineers, surpass all 
other groups in Nervous Stability.5 There tended to be similar 
ability and personality patterns for workers in a given occupa-
tion regardless of sex.6 Dodge concludes that certain patterns, 
derived from groups in similar occupations, tended to be similar; 
while certain patterns, derived from groups of individuals from 
unlike occupations, tended to be dissimilar. Patterns of 
individuals within groups showed very little resemblance; there-
fore Dodge suggests that "patterns should be based on minimum 
scores found to accompany certain degrees of success rather than 
median and average scores."7 
Elwood8 investigated the . role of personality traits of a 
group of nurses and a group of college girls by using Laird's 
Introvert-Extrovert Scale and the Woodworth Neurotic Inventory. 
He concluded that both tests indicated far fewer unhealthy 
emotional reactions, as well as more outstanding extroversion 
for the nurses than for the college girls. 
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory9 has been 
used extensively during the past few years. A number of the 
studies tend to shed some light on the relationship of interests 
5 
6 
Ibid., P• 45. 
Ibid., P• 57. 
Dodge, .Q.Q• cit., p. 74. 7 
8 R. H. Elwood , "'lfue Role of Personality Traits in Selec-
thing a Career, the Nurse and College Girl," Journal of Applied 
Psychology, (April, 1927), XI, PP• 199-201. 
9 The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory will be 
referred to hereafter in this study as i~1PI . 
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and personality traits to various occupational and college 
groups. 
In an investigation to determine whether or not there were 
occupational differences in personality patterns as measured by 
the MMPI, VerniaudlO gave the inventory to 97 women in three 
contrasting occupations. The subjects were 40 clerks, 27 
department store workers, and 30 optical workers, all from an 
industrial plant. The occupational profiles were markedly sim-
ilar on the Psychoneurotic Triad11 of the MMPI, all groups being 
below the norm mean line. The profile of the clerical workers 
closely approximated the norm line and was reasonably flat 
throughout. All three groups were above the mean T-score norm 
on the Masculinity and Hypomania scales. The saleswomen showed 
the greatest elevation on the Masculinity scale, and the optical 
workers showed definite differentiation on the Hypomania and 
Psychasthenia (phobias and compulsive behavior) scales, with 
statistically significant mean scores on the Paranoic and 
Psychopathic Deviate Scales. These occupational differences in 
personality, although slight, are significant and measurable. 
Verniaud concludes that "there are group differences in the per-
sonality of successful workers corresponding to gross differences 
in job requirements and some may be identified by the ~.nl2 
lO Willie Maude Verniaud, "Occupational Differences in the 
MMPI, " Journal of Applied Psychology, XXX (December, 1946), 
PP• 604-613. 
11 The Psychoneurotic Triad on the MMPI includes the 
Hypochondria , Depression , and Hysteria scales. 
12 Verniaud, 2.12.• cit., p. 612. 
Loughl3 used the Mi!lnesota Multiphasic 1:.£r:sonalit:z. 
Inventory to study the personality difference of 185 women 
enrolled in a teachers 9 college; 94 were taking the general 
curriculum for elementary school teachers, and 91 were taking 
11 
the music curriculumo f3he found that thG profiles of both groups 
approached a fairly straight line at the T-score level of 50, 
average for the general population .. The profiles for the two 
groups tended to be similar; there were, howeverj some differ-
ences, but none were statistically significant., The following 
year Lough used the MMPI to obtain the personality patterns for 
54 students taking a Liberal Arts course and 61 students taking 
Cadet Nursing. 14 She then studied the profiles of these two 
groups and the two teacher groups o:f previous studyo Again 
she found differences., but they wore not stat,ist ically signifi-
cant; nevertheless, they did indicato that, the nursing group lvas 
psychologically more mature, worried less!) was more optimistic, 
and more masculine in their interest than any of the other 
groups,. ·Moreover, they showed less concern over their 01rm 
lr 
health. ' Recently she re-examined her data and found a reli-
able diffe:c(:::nce on the J\fasculinity scale betvrnen the cadet nurses 
and the students in General Curriculum, vdth the nurses having 
13 Orpha Maude Lough, f 1Teachers 1 College St udent.s and the 
MJVIPP,', Journal of l}pplied PsY.Q.hology, XXX (June, 1946), pp .. 241-
247" - = 
14 Orpha J\1lau.de Lough, uwomen Students in Liberal Arts, 
Nursing, and Teacher Training Cu.rricula, and the ~' vi Journal 
of £:h:r2.pli8d PsychRlogy, XXXI {August, 1947)~ pp0 437-445~ 
15 
l ? ,_ 
lfi the higher rating. ~ The Liberal Arts students shmrJed more 
self-confidence and less inclination to worry, than did the two 
teacher training groups .. The low scores of the elementary 
teachers on the Hypochondriasis and Depression scales indicated 
good morale and optimism with little tendency to worry about 
their ovJn health.. The music group seemed to shovr ngreater psycho-
logical irnrnaturity than the other group, with a tendency to,;rrard 
ideas of persecution, oversensitivity, suspiciousness, and of 
meeting emergencies by developing physical symptoms .. 17 In the 
recent re-examination of her work Lough found statistically sig-
nificant differences between the cadet nurses and the music stu-
dents on the Hypochondrasis, Depression., Masculinity, and Schizo-
phrenia scales$ All of these differences showed a critical ratio 
18 of 2.6 or more. The groups showed some slight disposition 
tovmrd Hypomania which Lough states, 'ii is characteristic of over-
product,ivity in thought and action, ambition, vigor, and activ-
ity enthusiasm. fil9 
Michaelis and Tyler studied 56 women enrolled in Teacher 
Training, by giving them the MI:IPI just prior to their entrance 
16 Orpha r:Iaude Lough, ucorrection for Women Students in 
Liberal Arts, Nursing, and Teacher Training Curricula, and the 
~,
1
' Journal o.f Applied Psi[.cho~ggy, XXXV (June, 1951), p. 125. 
17 Lough, 1~wornen Students in Liberal Arts, Nursing, and 
'reacher Training Curricula, and the MMPI, '1 2.1?.• cit., p. Li-L,.1. 
18· Lough, w1co:crection for Women Students in Liberal Arts, 
Nursing, and Teacher 'rraining Curricula, and the ~' H .Q.Q• cit .. 
P• 125 .. 
19 Lough, iruomen Students in Liberal Arts, Nursing, and 
Teacher Training Curricula, and the l\ITWI, n op. cit., p. 441. 
13 
20 into student teaching. Success in student teaching was deter-
mined by rating the student.s on a form ·which the university super-
visors had used for several years. Each of the nine scales of 
the IVJ\'.[PI was correlated 1'dth these ratings. None of the scales 
correlated high enough with student teaching for predictive pur-
21 poses, so the group was divided then into three sub-groups, 
high ( 17), average { 24), and l01.0r ( 14). When the ratios between 
the mean scores of the various scales for the high and low group 
were obtained, it was found that only one scale, Hysteria, 
differentiated sharply between the most and least successful 
student teachers. This scale vms significant at the two per cent 
level of confidence. Michaelis and Tyler stated that Psychopathic 
Deviate and Paranoia scales were significant at the one per cent 
22 level. 
The data, according to the authors, seemed to indicate that 
certain scales on the ~l~PI might be useful as one of the instru-
ments in the selection of student,s for certain curricula in 
college. 
Blum23 made a study of 125 male students, drawn equally 
from the five follO'wing fields of training: the Schools of 
20 J. U. Michaelis and F. J. Tyler, 0 MMPI and Student 
Teaching,u Journal of Applied Psychology, XXXV (April, 1951), 
PP• 122-124. 
21 Ibid., p. 123. 
22 Ibid., p. 124. · 
23 Lawrence Philip Blum, 0 .A Comparative S'cudy of Students 
Preparing for Five Selected Professions Including Teaching.," 
Journal of Experimental Education, XVI (September, 1947), 
PP• 31-65. 
14 
Education, Law, Journalism, Medicine, and Engineering. Personal 
data were gathered by m0ans of a questionnaire, the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory, and the §trong Vocational 
Interest Blank. The greatest differences between the five 
groups of professional students was in vocational and non-
vocational interest tendencies, rather than in personality 
traits. All the personality profiles were fairly level, and 
any differences were no·t statistically significant. The slight 
correlation found between the personality traits and interest 
supported previous findings, r'that in general there is little 
in comm.on between scores on interest inventories and those of 
personali·ty. fi 24 
In the early use of interest inventories, there was a 
tendency for counselors to use only single high scores in a 
specific field and to neglect the lesser scores or syndrome 
of scores. Such patterns or constellations may have some .func-
tional, underlying psychological elements in common. 25 More 
recently research studies are investigating interest patterns 
as well as personalit;y patterns. 
Lewis26 undertook an investigation for the purpose of look-
ing for a relationship between measured occupational interests 
24 Ibid •. , P• 65 .. 
25 John G. Darley, Clinical AsJ?eCts and Jnterpretations 
the Strong Vocational Interest Blank. New York: New York 
Psychological Corporation, 1941, p. 11. 
26 John A. Lewis, "Kuder Preference Record and NU.VIPI Scores 
for Two Occupational Groups," Journal Qf Consulting Psychology., 
XI (July-August, 194 7), pp. 191.,--201. 
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and personality tendencies; and, if he found any, to try to 
ascertain the relationshipo He administered tho Kuder 
frefe1~.9n~ Record and the f:!-IT'-'WI to 50 life insurance salesmen and 
to 50 social workerso found that the mean scores on the M::lE1 
scales of the life insurance salesmen differed from those of the 
"norm group 11 at the two per cent levol of confidence on the 
Depression, Hysteria, Psychopathic Deviate, I'Iasculinity, Para-
noia, and IIypornanic scaloso Their mean scores were above the 
norm scores showing tendencies toward these traits. The mean 
scores of the social 1mrkers on the l/U'JJ:PI differed from the norm 
group at the t;wo per cent level of significance on the Hypo-
chondria:::iis, Depression, Hysteria, Masculinity, Psychasthenia, 
and Schizophrenia scaleso The mean scores on the Depression and 
Hyst.oria scales were elevated; while the moan scores on the 
other four scales vmre belm-,r the norm averages~ 27 
The main interests of the two groups were definitely 
different as measured by the Kuder Preference Recordo The mean 
score of the life insurance group was at the 90th percentile on 
the Persuasive Scale, and the mean score of the social workers 
vms at the 91st percentile on the Social Service Scale~ Some 
other studies also have indicated that syndromes of interests 
for two groups are of some value in noting occupational 
differences" 
The mean differences on the MMPI scales for the 11 life 
insurance salesmen 'Who scored highest, and the 11 who scored 
27 
16 
lowest on tho Kuder Persuasive Scale were small and not statis-
tically conclusive, except on the Depression and Hypochondriasis 
scales of the personality invontory0 The scores of those with 
the least persuasive interest tended more in the abnormal direc-
tion on the J\'Ir,1PI, for all of the scales., This tendency was 
found con,sistent for the 12 lowest ranking social ·workers on ·the 
Kuder Social Service scaleo Except on the Masculinity scale.,. 
tho social workers with lowest interest had higher mean scores 
on all the personality scales, than the higher interest group. 
Hm:rnver the mean difference on the Schizophrenia scale was the 
only ono that ·was statistically significanto 28 
Lewis concludes that: 
"""'there is a relationship between occupational in-
terests and personality tendencies aG these are 
measured on the Kuder Preference Record and the MJYIPL, 
., .. ,.The relationship appears to be-inversely propor=-
tional when the occupation the person is engaged in 
is consideredi i .. e~, persons in an occupation who are 
relatively uninterested in the type of work repre-
sented tend to make more t abnormal v scores on the M:MPI 
than those relatively interestect .. 29 -
The Kuder Preference E,_E;corg_ was o.drainistered to 1000 
-:-10 freshmen at the Illinois Institute of 'l'echnology""" · The 
studies indicated characteristic and significant profiles for 
the various departments--:F'ire-Protection Engineers, Engineers, 
and non-engineers--as represented by the freshmen students~ 
28 lill-0 
29 1£.ii•, Po 200-2010 
30 George So Speer, itThe Kuder Interest 'fest Patterns of 
Fire Protection Engineers," Journal of A'pplie_g_ Psychology, 
XXXII {October, 1948), PPo 521-526" 
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The Fire-Protection freshm.on had an interest profile which 
differed from that of the other groups in that there ·w·ore no 
areas in which a marked interest was exhibited, thus making a 
rather flat interest profile; itJhereas, the other groups showed 
strong characteristic interests as indicated by profiles showing 
definite pGaks and valleyso The interest inventory was also 
given to the graduate students and 177 alumni of tho -r:, • .!! 1.re-
Protection Department .. Characteristic profiles were obtained 
for those doing advanced study or employed in the two major 
types of activities involved in fire protection$ It appears 
that the freshman student in Fire Protection Engineering prob-
ably repres0nts a more lletorogeneot:'.s group than students in the 
other departments of the school., Those who continue in ·that 
field enter one of ·t·,,.Jo types of activities, sales or engineer-
ingo Those entering sales activities tend to have high persua-
sive but lmr.r scientific and social service scores; while those 
taking up the engineering activities tend to show high mechan-
ical, scientific, and social service scores but low persuasive 
scores., 
Speer concludes that the Kuder Preference Record 
oeoappears to be sensitive to life experiences of the 
individual, so that the interpretation of scores must 
consider both his present stage of development, and a 
static job profile, i:p relation to possible cha.nge;s 
in interest patternsoJl 
31 llisi", p.. 526., 
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Shaffer3 2 studied the interest patterns of 975 men and 205 
1,romcm, vrho were graduating seniors in the Indiana University 
School of Businessa Significant differences charactorized the 
interest patterns of students majoring in the various curric-
ulao The interest patterns for the different groups, in almost 
every case, followed those set up by the author of tho interest 
inventory for related occupations.. rrhe findings indicated that 
interest patterns obtained with the Kuder inventory might be a 
helpful tool for counselors in guiding students in the choice 
of a business major~ 
Baas3 3 made a study of the interest patterns of psycholo-
gistso :Sixty follm,,rs were randomly selected. from each of the 
follovfi~:.g .four di visions of the American Psychological Associa-
tiont Clin-', , lndustrisl, Counseling and Guidance, and Exper-
imontal and Theoretical. Twenty-six to 29 in each group returned 
the interest inventory a Tvwnty-one Cl::'~nical and 25 Indufft.rial 
Psychology graduate students at Purdue University also partici-
pated in the study~ 
On the Scientific and Literary scales all scores were above 
the 75th percentile on the Kuder adult norms, indicating strength 
of interest for the Gntire professional sample in these fields" 
The Mechanical, Persuasive, and Clerical Scales indicated weak 
32 I U Robert IL Shaffer, r·i[udcr ."nterost Patterns of niver-
sity Business School Seniors, ~g Journal of .!:QI?lieq._ _Esychology., 
XXXIII (October, 1949), pp .. Li,89-493., 
33 Malcolm L" Baas, 51 Kudor Interest Pat·i;er11s of Psycholo= 
gists,~q Journal of £1...rrnlied ..E_~_s::hology:, XXXIV (April, 1950) ~ 
PP" 11.5-117,. 
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interest. The Industrial and Counseling group had significantly 
higher scores on the Persuasive scale than did the others, and 
the Industrial group ·was significantly higher on the Clerical 
scale. t'vhile the differences between groups were significant, 
the scores were all below the 50th percentile on the norms. The 
artistic scale differentiated between the Counseling and Indus-
trial Di via ions and between the Coun.seling and Theoretical Di vi-
sions; the Industrial Division group was significantly higher at 
the five per cent level of confidence, and the Theoretical group 
was significantly higher at the tviro per cent level. The mean-
difference on the Social Service scale favored both the Clinical 
and Counseling Divisions over 'che Industrial and Theoretical 
Divisions at the one per cent level of confidenceo This scale 
favored the Industrial group over the Theoretical group at the 
- 1 3L-two per cent leve. · 
Significant differences prevailed between the mean scores 
of the professional psychologists and the:ir student counter-
parts. There was no differentiation between the clinical pro-
fessional and student groups on the Literary and Clerical 
~cales, nor between the Industrial professional and student 
groups on the l'!iechanical, Computational., Musical, and Clerical 
scales. On all the other scales there were significant differ-
ences. Baas concludes that "interest. patterns will become more 
stable and that strong interest areas will become better estab-
35 lished as experience contributes to an individual's preference." 
31+ Ibid • ., p. 117. 
35 Ibid. 
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The studies revi0wed indicate that there are significant 
personality and interest differences between people in various 
occupations or divisions of a given field; also between those 
studying to enter different vocations .. Moreover, these studies 
seem to indicate that these differences become more meaningful 
when the syndrome of either interests or personality traits are 
considered~ Furthermore, there is some evidence of a relation-
ship existing between interest and ,personality; however, there 
have been fewer studies showing the nature of the interrelation-
ship existing between ability, interests, and personality 
patterns., 
Catte1136 st-udied personality factors related to the draw-
ing ability of 128 subjects .. He found that drawing ability was 
correlated significantly with several of the 35 surface traits 
he used to represent the total personality sphere. There were 
lm,r positive correlations with Surgency and Rhathymic Cyclo-
thymia and slighter correlations with Dominance and Vigorous 
Charactere He concludes, 
This personality pattern very distinctly resembles 
that observed in well-knovm artists, but it is 
suggested that total artistic ability, as distinct 
from artistic dravling ability alcnle, is also likely 
to involve General Emotionalityej./ 
Heier, in his survey of the problem, stresses the fact.that 
emotionality and artistic temperament are as important as the 
qualifications connected with mere skilla3S 
36 
37 
Cattell, .Q..£.o .£it.a, p .. 131-11+5 .. 
Ibid.,, p., 145 .. 
38 Norman c .. !-i(eier, Art in Human Affairs.. Nei·1 Yorkg 
I\iicGraw-Hill Book Co .. , Inc. :-T942, pp~ 127-161 .. 
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On the other hand, 1:fieier reports that the results from a 
study by the Psychological Corporation using the Bernreuter 
scale on 21 successful artists and a large number of unselected 
adults did not disclose any definite differences, '9suggesting 
that among successful artists there is little traditional 
'temperament' .. '1;·39 
A study -was made at Hunter College in which 40 junior and 
senior art students and 40 upperclassmen in other fields were 
given the Strolill. Interest Inventory Blank for Women, the Meier 
Art Judgment~, the Allport .fil1S! Ver!l£!l Study of Values, the 
Revised Minnesota Pa2e.r. Form Board, and the Guilfords 9 Prog-
nostic Test for Students in Designo 40 Scores on the Psycholog-
i£tl Examination of the American Council on Education were 
available for all subjects .. The difference in the means of the 
tvm groups was significant at the one per cent level for the 
Meior Art Judgment Test. Two critical scores were established" 
A score of 99 eliminated a fair number of control subjects, at 
the same time discriminating against only two art majors. A 
score of 107 and over singled out a considerable proportion of 
the art majors, while including only a small number of the con-
.... 1 41 l,ro group .. 
39 Norman C .. l'-1cier, 0 Diagnosis in Art, n National Society 
for the Study of Education Yearbook, XXXIV, Educational Diagnosis 
(Bloomington, Ill .. ~ Public School Publishing Co .. , 1935)-, pe 472 .. 
40 Do Vi'. .. Barrett., ''Aptitude and Interest Patterns of Art 
l\J"iajors in a Liberal Arts Col~ege, ti Journal of' Applied Psychology., 
XXIX (Decomber, 1945), pp .. 483-Li-920 
1.l>J& .. , pp" 484-485 .. 
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All areas of the Stron_g Vocational Interest Blank were 
scored, and the ratings for several of the occupations were 
found to differentiate between the two groups. The differen-
tiation, however, on the basis of all but the Artist scale was 
not sufficient to warrant the extra time and work involved; and 
so the author limited his observations to the scores for the 
Artist scale .. Since 34 of the art majors scored B or better, 
while only 18 of the control group rated that high, Barrett con-
eluded that "high scores for the Artist scale on the-Sprong 
test are, more often than not, associated with successful special-
ization.tt42 Furthermore, a study of the data on the Allport and 
Vernon test revealed that a larger number of art students scored 
at the extreme end on the Aesthetic Value scale; while more of 
the control subjects had extremely low scores. The difference 
was statistically significant at the one per cent level .. On 
the Minnesota Paper E2.r.m Board the difference was small but sig-
nificant at the five per cent level. The Guilford L:ine Drawing 
~ seemed to indicate a kind of creative ability, but 1rias not 
considered practical for guidance purposes at that time. There 
were no significant differences in intellectual ability as indi-· 
cated -by any of the scores on the Psycho.logical Examination. 
Barrett's study indicated that aptitude patterns do differenti-
ate 0 clearly between art majors and the control group.n43 
42 
43 
~., p. 487. 
~., P• 491. 
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A rec2nt investigation4L1- was made to ascertain the 
relationship botv.reen ability, interest, and personality... The 
Kuder Preference Record ~,-TGU6 administered to 156 students enroll0d 
in college Introductory Psychology" Seven of the scales--Mechan-
ical, Computational., Scientific, Artistic., Literary, .lHusical, 
and Clerical--wcx'c, scored for a measure of interest in corres-
ponding fields of activityo N(Jasures of ability were secured to 
match these interests,. The tests used for this purpose were~ 
Survey of Mechanical Insight; S·tanford Arit,hrnetic Test; Iowa 
High _§_chool Content Examination..!. .l?ection l, Science; Meier Art 
Judgi:..1.e~ ~; ~ High School Content Examination, Section 1, 
English ~ Literature; Seashore JYfeasures 2£. ~usical Talent, 
Series A; and the Minnesota Vocational ·rest for Clerical 
Workers.. Interest-abU . .Lty correlations were obtained" It was 
found that t;ests in which experience played a large part had 
higher correlations than those measuring mainly aptitude~ Tho 
Interest-ability correlation for the literary and mechanical 
tests ·were 047 and 044 respectively., while the correlation for 
the art test ·was .. 29" The authors believe that "there is a 
genuine variation in the degree of relationship between interest 
and abilities f'or different activities or vocational arease ,~Li-5 
In studying the individuals some 1.·ll'ere found to have a high 
positive correlation between interest and ability; tihile others 
1+4s o rJ.~ Wesley, Douglas Z.. Corey, and Barbara M.. Stewart, 
1~The Intra-Individual Relationship bet.ween Interest and+Person-
ality, '' Journal .Qf :!\.£Plied Psychology, XXXIV (June, 1950}, 
pp,, 194-1960 
45 Ibid., po 1950 
had a low or even negative relationshipe In order to explore 
this phenomenon, age, intelligence, and personality .factors 
were studied in order to discover how they were related to the 
individual differences. The Arrn:..y ~ Examinatio_12 and the 
MIVIPI i·rere administered to the group. An upper and lower 25 per 
cent of the group ·were selected on the bases o.f those having 
the highest and those having the lowest interest-ability rank 
order correlationso A comparison was made of the mean age and 
mean intelligence scores, but the differences were statisti-
cally insignificant~ Similar comparisons were made between the 
mean scores obtained by the u;oer and lower groups on each of 
the nine categories of the m,1Pio 
eoothe group having the highest agreement did show a 
tendency to less adequate personal adjustment in that 
the mean scores on eight of the nine scales of the 
Hinnesota Multighasic Personality InVEFJtory were 
higher than mean scores for the group having lowest 
interest-ability agreement. Only one of these 6 differences, that for Schizophrenia, was significanto4 
The authors believe that a personality test •iconc:0rned 
with basic character structure rri.ther than nosologica147 
groups, might r'.nreal irnportant d.ifferencos'd~8 between the two 
extreme interest-ability groups~ 
In the study o.f psychophysical capacities and abilities, 
Dreps found that the superior art group showed greater emotional 
sensitivity and more neurotic tendencies than those of lesser 
46 I ·o· -id p 1ofo . 
----=" ' . ~ 7 " 
~:7 Nosological--pertaining to the classification of 
diseases., 
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ability,, ~-9 She concluded that success in art Ji! at least graphic 
art, must be based upon 
aaoOther factors than skills and certain Capacities, 
possibly upon temperamental and attitudinal factors or 
probably upon the interaction of a high degree of 
c:-:~thetic ju~gr!t:1:t v11;5h certain combinations of' capac-
1~1es and abilities~ 
Although the ntmber of subjGcts in most of the studies was 
small, the data to date seem to indicate some relationship be-
tween abilities, interests, and personalityo Cattell believes, 
Interests produce discrimi~atory and motor abili-
ties .. o .,the individual who .finds himself endowed with 
cert&in good natural abilities is likely to enjoy 
exercising them, and; in a competitive world to find 
the dynmaic pat'cern of his ~elf-regard increasingly 
shaped by these abilitieso5~ 
••ethe interrelation of ability and personality 
traits proceeds causally in both directions, and with 
direct and indirect connectionso Tempermental interests 
and aversions develop abilities in th~ir servicea 
Abilities favor certain kinds of dynamic adjustment,eeo52 
Much research has been done in respect to factors related 
to art abilityo Dreps, in her study, points out that future 
investigations lJill turn more from an analysis and evaluation 
of skills and capacities, and explore other areas, such as the 
49 Hildegarde Fried Drep~, "The Psychophysical Capacities 
and Abilities of College Art Students of High and Low Standing, i~ 
Studies in t_b:Q Psychology .Qf Art, I University of Imva Studies 
in Psychology, No., XVIII, Psychological Monographs, Vol., XLV, 
No 1, 1933, po 144~ 
50 Ibid .. , p.. 145 o 
51 
52 Raymond B .. Cattell, trtPersonality 'I'raits Associated with 
Abilities II,. With Verbal E:.nd l\iiathematical Abilities, ii Journal 
of Educational l'sychology, XXXVI (November, 191+5), po 48b .. 
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rolat, ion of 0rnperar1ent;al and attitudinal factors'~ to perfor-
The present study ,seeks to determine the interrelationship 
of interests, personality traits, and critical ability as re-
lated to arte 1bst of the investigations cited have confined 
their subjects to those VTho have had specific training in the 
vocational or ability field under study either in college or on 
the jobG If the interlinkage of abilities, interests, and per-
sonality traits does "proceed causally in both directions and 
• • . • )1-l,, 
with direct and indirect connections, · there may be significant 
differences in t,he interests and temperament traits of people 
·who have had no specific training in art but possess high 
aesthet:,ic ability, and those apparently having low aesthetic 
ability" I.~oroover, a comparison for sex differences :may shmI 
gr0ater significance on some of the interest and personality 
scales, than the differences between the men and women in the 
low and high-ability groupso 
To obtain data on the personality factors to be studied in 
this investigation, a test, designed to measure traits of basic 
personality structure, has been selGcted.. Most of the stud:ies 
reviewed, in contrast to this 9 havo employed a test measuring 
nosological personality characteristicso Furthermore, the per= 
sonal:lty test chosen for this study 1,.ras validated on normal 
population group:3, rather than on mentally and emotionally mal~· 
adjusted individualsa These arc both important factors to be 
53 
considered, if significant differences are found, and such 





THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
A survey of the literature indicates that definite interest 
and personality patterns tend to characterize people not only in 
certain industries and vocations, but also in particular curric-
ular fields in higher education. There is, moreover, some indi-
cation that such patterns are evident when studied in relation 
to specific aptitudes which are influenced less directly by ex-
perience or learning. 
There are many preconceived concepts regarding the tempera-
ment of individuals with aesthetic ability. Are there signifi-
cant personality differences for these people and those who 
possess little or no aesthetic ability? If there are differ-
ences, do they coincide with those popularly believed to exist? 
This investigation attempts to study these aspects of the 
problem as related to critical ability in art or aesthetic 
judgment, as measured by the Meier Art Judgment Test. In what 
areas, if any, are there significant differences in the interest 
and personality patterns, as measured by the Kuder Preference 
Record and the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey respec-
tively, of people without special art training but having high 
aesthetic ability, and a similar group having low aesthetic 
ability? Do any significant sex differences exist on the various 
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categories of tho interest and personality inventories for the 
ability groupso 
Furthermore, this study seeks to determine the interrela-
tionship of aesthetic ability and interest in art, as revealed 
by personality traitse Are there significant personality 
differe:mcos, as measured, ·when high-ability is coupled ·with 
high-interes-t and when it is coupled with lovJ-i:nterest 9 also, 
are significant differencGs evident when low-ability accom-
panies high-interest and vihen it accompanies lm'l-int.erest? 
If differences in the interes-t and personality patterns 
or syndromes~ of' either the major or sub-groups~ are found to 
be significant, such diff erencos might prove of' value vJhon used 
in conjunction ,/Tith other techniques as an aid in educational 
and vocational guidancee 
'rhe lcleier Art Judgment 'rest was used for the measurement 
of critical ability in art~ This test, a revision of the 
Meier-Seashore Art Judgment Test __ , has been reconstructed from 
the latter by concentrating upon one hundred best items as de-
termined by a bi-serial r:. analysis~ the experience gained from 
. .,. . d f' . t. t. l d. d b 1"1,]" • use 1.n a l,en-year perio o imres iga ion irecte · y IS:1e1er, 
and a weighted scoring procedure involving the twenty-five 
items of greatest diagnostic validity. As a result of the 
weighting., the total score remains the same as for the earlier 
form, which contained 125 plates; while tho revised test has 
1 The t,en~,year program directed by Meior is knovm as the 
Genetic .§tudies of Art:i stic Ca12acit;z, and vms sponsored by the 
Spelman Foundation Fund, and the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching., 
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only 100 plataso This change, according to rfuier, has resulted 
in a significant improvement of t:,he instrmnent by enhancing high 
scores, lowering poor scores, and shortening t,he time of admin-
istration by the inclusion of fewer items" The present test is 
the first in a projected battery of three designed to discover 
and measure art ability. The other two tosts in the battery 
are Test II, ~at;ive Imagination and Test III, . .Aesthetic Per~ 
~eption, bo"t,h of vrhich are in preparation at the present t.imeo 
Artistic aptitude, according to Meier, rests upon six 
general factors~ manual skill or craftsman ability, energy 
out put and volitional perseverat:ion, aesthetic intelLtcence, 
perceptual facility, creative imagination, and aesthot:Lc jud~;--
2 
mento The first threo traits refer primarily to heredity in-
valving constitutional stock inheritance, not inheritance 
... 
from one's parentsa~ The latter three traits rofer primarily to 
acquired nature, but are conditioned in their specific clGvelop-
ment. by facto:cs having a definite roferonce to heredity., I+ 
ier is confident that aosthotic judgment or critical art 
ability is probably the most :important 'i 1Singlo f or in arti.s-
tic COr.1p'3tenCOo a fairly high dogrc:::0 or it II no art,ist 
2 C ei Ii-lei or, ':~'F1act<)rs in ltrtis't :le l:.11t. i."t1J .. cle ~ Final 
E;u.mmary of a Ten-Year [1tudy of a Special Ability, 1• audies in 
~t,he Psychology of Art_, Vol,, III, Univ::,rsity of Iovm Studies in 
Psychology, No., 23, PfJycho1.ogJ.ecl1:_ Ii,onogra12.h§., Vol" LI No.. 5, 
(Columbus, Ohio, The American :Psychological Association, Inc6 
(1939), ppe 141-1560 
3 I'Q.ifl..~ , p" lltO" 
ll+lo 
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] " . l '"' r; prOO.UC0/'3 ll10I'ltO:ClOUS "\'JOr (c "-' Aesthetic judgment refers to tho 
critical appraisal of' rt work of art and tho rocognition of 
aesthetic quality in any relationship of elements within an 
or:'};ani7~ation; t,hat. is, it is ''ttrn ability to recognize good 
placements, good arrangoments of objects, lines, and colors, in 
com.posit.ion so that V,Jhen qualities like balance, rhythm, and 
unity are attained•1'6 one is cognizant of tho effect.. A mm1.bor 
of studies7 shaw that this ability is present in children to 
some degree but is subject to considerable development through 
learning and oxperience; in fact, there is, perhaps, no limit to 
the improvement that may result from experienceQ Nevertheless, 
aesthetic judgment is not the mere "application of a series of 
rules but is something ·which the individual acquires on the 
b • • b 1 ,:, • t h , 1 ' • t t • "I' 8 asis possi y 01 some inna-e neuro-p ys1ca consi:.1-u ion.,' 
Each of the 100 plates in the £:Ieie.r Art Judg1~ Test, 
consists of t,10 pictures, one of which is a work of established 
merit, containing some principle of aesthetic qualityo These 
principles have been singled out for manipulation, so that there 
are two almost identical versions, in one of vvhich the balance 
5 Norman C,, :Meier, Examiner's lVIanual, I~ ~ Judgmen-~, 
(Iowa City~ State University of Iowa, Bureau of Educational 
Research and Service, 1942), p~ 4. 
6 
'i Norman C" Meier (edo} l) Studies in the Psycholoe;:z:: of Art, 
Vol,,. I, University of Iowa Studies in Psychology, No. 18, 
Psycho3=,ogical Monograph.~, Vol .. XLV { Princeton, New Jersey~ The 
Psychological Revie·w Company, 1933-1934), pp., 1-184 (Daniels, 
Jasker, lrJhorley, and Walton),, 
8 :Meier l) 11 Factors in Artistic Aptitude~ Final Smmnary of 
a Ton-Year Study of a Special Ability," .QJ?.o cito, p. 1550 
has been destroyed, the emphasis altered, the proportions 
changed, or the rhythm of continuity broken. 
In the original Meier-Seashore Art~ the 125 test items 
were derived by a selective process which involved approximately 
300 pairs of reconstructed drawingse The material used was 
adapted from the 
..... works of old masters, contemporary artists, oriental 
block prints, and similar types of material. Three re-
quirements were laid down: {a} reputability of the 
work; (b) exemplification of some aesthetic principle 
or quality; and (c} suitability for manipulation for 
testing purposes. All of them provided some problem 
analago~s to situations coming up regularly in the 
studio .. ':1 
The suitability of each item was derived by being submitted to 
25 experts, mainly artists, art teachers, and art supervisors 
and directorso The experimental form was administered to 1,081 
subjects, who had an age range from 11 years to past middle age 
and various degrees of scholastic attainment. The final selec-
tion for the test was determined by the agreement of the 25 
experts and a 60 to 90 per cent preference for the item by the 
1,081 subjects. According to Meier the present instrument, re= 
constructed from the original test, has benefited from the exper-
ience gained by ten years of use, a statistical analysis of the 
relative consistency of each item in use, and the prognostic 
capacity of each item as determined through Qi-serial~ analysiso 
The 25 items ranked as of least value were eliminated and the 25 
ranked in order of most value were assigned an additional pointolO 
9 
10 
Meier, Examiner's Manual,. Q.12.o ill•, p. 13 .. 
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A tost in art Judgment might be reflecting r;1erely intellec-
tual or maturational levels, however na true capacity test would 
measure a ret3ponse ·which i,s primarily not one dependent upon 
general intolligence, information about art, general maturity;i 
or classroom training.n11 Studies indicate that there is, hcrw-
ever, a slight positive correlation between artistic ability, as 
measured by tests of art judgment,, and intelligence~ These co-
efficients of correlations "vary somewha:t but seldom have exceed-· 
ed .Li,O, the rriajority being much lovmro 12 Meier statos that 
samplings made on six groups in high schools and college, show 
correlations betvJeen critical ability in art and intelligence of 
from -o l~~ to f ., 28, vJhich he concludes is too lmJ to be of any 
significance. 13 On the other hand, one study on the ten-year 
investigation, disclosed that the mc-mtal ability of very 
successful artists showed an average Io Q. score of ll8o4Jo 14 
Undoubtedly superior intelligence is an adjunct, although not an 
absolute requirement, for success in any artistic fieldo 
Aesthetic judgment has been found, not only in mature 
adultsli but also in children as young as five or six years of' 
11 Ibido, p6 14=15o 
12 lJaltor S,. Monroe ( edo), ~~Art gducation, 1' Encvclo.Q..9d.ia 
of Educational Research (re-v .. New Yorkg The rfacNillan Co .. , 
1949), p. 650 
13 
ll+ Carolyn Tio bout and Norman Co Ileier, nArtistic Ability 
and General Intelligence, 11 Studies in the Psychology of Art, 
VoL, II, University of Iowa Studies in Psychology, No .. 19, 
Psycholo:::Jccc;i}. ~1:::r:aphs, Vol. XLVIII ( Princeton, NevJ Jersey~ 
Psychological Review Co~, 1936-1937), p~ 114. 
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age, so could not be positively correlated ·with information 
about art. 15 Furthermore, a greater indication of validity for 
the Meier Art Judgment 'l'est as a measuring instrmnent is tha·t 
••• some children in junior high school range make scores 
as high as any made by adults, college art students, 
and mature students in two of the foremost professional 
art schools in the country, ••• a twelve year-old child 
without training may make as high a sc~ge as an adult 
with the benefit of the best training .. 
According to Meier, this strongly indicates that the test 
is measuring capacity rather than learning or general knowledge 
picked up incidentally. 
Coefficients of reliability for tests of capacity are not e::: ... 0 
pected to be as high as for tests of achievement, because of the 
uncertainty of knowing exactly what factors operate in the per-
son's total reactions. The opportunity for chance factors to 
control the final results are increased in an aptitude test. In 
the original :Meier-Seashore ~ the reliability coefficients 
ranged from .71 to .85, with the revised Meier~, on five sam-
plings of from 70 to 150 subjects, reliability coefficients of 
from .,70 to .84 were obtainect .. 17 Edwin Ziegfeld, Head of the 
Department of F'ine and Industrial Arts at Columbia University, 
says, nt:Jhat the test measures, ••• it measures well; it is the 
18 
most satisfactory of all the art tests that have been constructed"o 
15 Meier, Psychological r,Ionographs, Vol. XLV, .Q.£~ cit., 
(sections by Griffen and Tiebout) .. 
16 Meier, Examiner's Manual, op. cit., p .. 15"' 
17 Ibid., p .. 19. 
18 Edwin Z-iegfeld, 11Fine Arts 0 ~ Third Mental ];leasure-
ments Yearbook, ed. Oscar K. Buros (New Brunsvdck, New Jersey: 
Rutgers University Press, 19li-9), p .. 1'72e 
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The Henmon-Nelson Tests 2f. Mental Agility, Forms A and B 
for College Students, were used for securing a measurement of 
intelligence or mental ability of the s-tudents participating in 
this study. The Henmon-Nelson Tests have been constructed with 
considerable skill and expertness .. They include a range of items 
which demand a variety of mental operations; thus touching many 
areas of mental ability. Each form of the test contains ninety 
items including information, disarranged sentences, classifica• 
tions, logical selections,. verbal analogies, geometrical 
analogies, proverbs, word meanings, number relations, and 
arithmetical problems. 
In preparation 224 carefully selected items were adminis-
tered to 500 students and an item·analysis was run .. Only such 
items ~s discriminated between superior and inferior students 
were retained; from these the two forms of ninety items each 
were prepared and equated. Validity coefficients were obtained 
by comparing these tests with other instruments designed to 
measure mental ability, one of which was the~ Self-
.Administering Tests of Mental Ability" Four studies were made 
in various colleges and correlation coefficients were derived 
ranging from .68 to .79.19 The reliability of the college exam_. 
ination, which was determined by correlating the For A scores 
with Form B scores of' 171 c~llege freshmen yielded a coefficient 
of .s9. 20 The norms were obtained on the basis of scores of 
19 V.A.G., Henmon and M .. J. Nelson, Teacher's T4anual For 
Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability (Chicago: Houghton 
Mifflin Co.), 1932, p. 1. 
20 Ibid. 
approximately 5500 college and university students in schools 
of various sizes and in several different parts of the United 
States .. 21 
The Kuder Preference Record, Form C, vvas selected for 
measuring the interests of the experimental groups in this 
studye This instrument attempts to identify certain general 
activity patterns which are psychologically meaningful. Such an 
approach is consistent with the "pattern analysisYi interpreta-
tion of interest inventories as suggested by Darley in his 
studyo 22 The A Form of the Kuder Preference Record was developed 
on student groups, and the items were constructed on the basis of 
internal consistency and independence. Since then the tests have 
been administered to adults who were judged successful in their 
various occupations .. Moreover, students who took the tests have 
been followed up in order to determine the relationship between 
their interest scores and their success in various fieldso 23 
I11lore than twenty-five studies, using the Kuder Preference Record 
have been published and the author of the instrument has accwnu-
lated the interest scores of people engaged in a large number of 
occupations .. To date profiles have been developed for 112 
occupational groups and many of these groups have been sub-
divided into specific areas within the occupation., with profiles 
21 
22 
Ibid., p. 2. 
Darley, loco cit. 
23 Donald E. Super .. nrnterest n The Third Mental 
' ~- ~=----- ---~----1\1 ea sure men ts Yearbook, .Q.£.o ill•, p .. 640., 
2li, 
available for each.. In some cases, however:, the data are 
based on small samples. 
On Form C of the Kuder Record two new scales were added. 
The Outdoor scale was developed because of an expressed need 
for a measure related to outdoor activities, and a validation 
scale was devised in order to make it easy to identify those 
individuals who answer carelessly or without understanding. 
The other nine scales were developed by further item analysis 
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of the items in Form Band other items which have been included. 
The item analyses were based on a series of groups ~hich 
included 381 high school students and 650 adults. Coefficients 
of reliability on the various scales for f'our groups of 100 
each--men, women, boys, and girls--range from .84 to .93., 
Experience seems to indicate that significant 
scores on the Kuder artistic key are 'easier to 
get' than signi.ficant ratings on the Strong 
artistic key. The Kuder artistic scale may make 
it rather easy for people with avocat~gnal 
interests in this area to score high~ 
In a study of tho artistic interest of 1000 men, who had 
come to a university testing bureau, the Kuder and Strong in-
ventories were compared; 24 per cent of the group obtained 
signi.ficantly high scores on the Artistic scale of' the Kuder, 
while on the Artist scale ::::if tho ~:;trong only three per cent had 
24 G. Fredric Kuder, Examiner's Itilanual {Chicago: Science 
Research Associates, 19491, pp. 13-15. 
25 Arthur H. Brayfield, i~Interest,r. 'rhe Third lit1ental 
Measurements Yearbook, op .. cit., Pe 663. 
26 
significantly high scores., Such findings were factors in 
') d 
;JO 
choosing this inventory for measuring interest in the present 
study .. 
The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survg_y vms constructed 
with the purpose of incorporating into one instrument personality 
traits formerly measured by a combination of testso Guilford 
and Martin developed a series of three personality inventories, 
designed to measure thirteen personality factors~ The 0-Ag-C 
was to obtain a measure of Objectivity, Agreeableness, and 
Cooperation; thG GANIN, General Activity., Ascendance-Submission, 
Masculinity-F'emininity, Inferiority Feelings, and Nervousness; 
the S'I'DCR, Social Introversion, Thinking Introversion, Depres-
sion., Cyclothymia, and Rathymia. The time involved in admin-
istering and scoring three separate inventories indicated a 
need for a more comprehensive coverage of personality traits 
than was measured by the original seriesa 
Guilford and Zimmerman decided to condense and omit trait 
scores where intercorrelations betv·reen the various factors of 
the series 11rnre sufficiently high.. Thirty items vrere used for 
each of the ten traits included in the new instrUL1ent,.. The use 
of the personal pronoun has been avoided to a great extent by 
the use of affirr,1ative statements instead of questionsQ The 
choice of items to be used for each trait vras determined by 
26 Ralph F" Berdie, ~-scores on the Strong Vocational 
Interest Blank and the Kuder Preference Record in RGlation to 
Self-Rating, ... Journal .Qf A:eplied Psychologyt Vol" XXXIV (Febru-
ary, 1950), Po 46" 
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f t 1 . d . .... 1 f ld d · t 27 ac or ana ysis an · upon 11..,em ana yses o o · an new J. ems. 
Each category was designed so that a high score indicated the 
' 1positiven qualities of a trait and low scores indicated the 
., t. .. 1. . . 28 
"nega ive" qua ities. 
Estimates of the total score reliabilities were made., 
based upon samples of 3$9 female and 523 male college students. 
Except for the Masculinity scale, the estimates are very simi-
lar for samples of either sex. The reliability coefficients for 
29 the various scales ranged from .79 to .87. 
The intercorrelations of' the ten personality traits are, in 
general., fairly low, indicating the uniqueness of the scores .. 
Only two correlations were relatively high .. Sociability and 
Ascendance., traits pertaining to social behavior, and Emotional 
Stability and Objectivity., both related to emotional behavior, 
yielded correlation coefficients of .61 and .69 respectively.JO 
The norms for the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey are 
based, in part, on the same group of college men and women used 
to obtain the reliability of the items. In addition to these, 
the .scores of the students in two Junior Colleges were also in-
cluded. Then the final form of the Survey was administered to 
a group of high school students and their parents. Since no 
27 J. P. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, '11he Guil.ford-
Zimmerman Temperament Surve;x:: Manual of Instruction .fill9_ Interpre-
tation., Beverly Hills, California: Sheridan Supply Go., 1949, 
P• 5. 
28 Ibid., p. J. 
29 Ibid., P•· ,.. )• 
30 Ibid., P• 6. 
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significant differences were found between the two age groups, 
they were combined for norm purposes. There were no marked sex 
differences except on the Masculinity scale, which, of course, 
was to have been expected. Men tended to be more ascendant than 
women, but less sociable and friendly.3l The authors have pub-
lished studies which give an indication of the validity of the 
instrument, particularly in regard to the selection of super-
visors,. in addition to the £'actor-analysis and successive item-
analyses directed toward internal consistency and purity of 
trait., 32 
Gilbert made a study for the Personnel Service Division of' 
the Pennsylvania State College for the purpose of comparing the 
Guilford-Zimmerman Temper,.::,=ient .§..!y:y,fil'.: with the Qy.il.ford-Nartin 
0--Ag C (objectivity, aggression, cooperation) and three scales 
of the ~-_.JJlreuter E::.::_.::sonality Inventory, B1-N (neurotic ten-
do:ncy, reversed and orisnted as stability), B2-S (self'-suffic-
ie:.1<.7), and B.4-D (dominance) •33 An analysis of traits, measured 
by these two personality inventories, was made by an intercorre-
lation with the traits of Objectivity, Friendliness, P0rsonal 
Relatio_ns, Emotional Stability and Ascendancy on the Guilford-
Zimmerman instrument. There was no indication of a relationship 
between B2-S and any of the factors on the Guilford ... Zimmerman 
31 
32 lli4.' p .. 8. 
33 Claudia Gilbert, nThe Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament 
Survey and Certain Related Personality Tests,n Journal Q.£. 
Applied Psychology, XXXIV (December., 1950), PP• 394-396. 
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S~rvey,,34 However, a trait of i~self-sufficiencyil' apparently has 
not been isolated by factor analysis by either Cattell or 
Guilford" The high positive correlation between the Guilford-
Zimmerman Objectivity and Emotional Stability of 084 suggests, 
35 
according to Gilbert, that the two are not separate traits .. 
The authors recognized the viuncomfortably high1i36 relationship 
between these ttJO traits, but felt justified in retaining the 
traits as separate scales since ileach score accounted for less 
than half the variance of the other, so that there is consider-
able unique contribution made by eac11.,n37 
Since the Guilford-Zimmerman Te:mperaraent Survey is a 
recently developed instrument, the only published study, so far 
as this 1,rriter was able to ascertain, is the one cited above., 
Furthermore, Gilbert recorded and studied data on only half of 
the personality trait scalesQ Consequently, it seems advisable 
to explain in some detail, the meaning and quality of traits 
implied by the various personality scales used in the surveyQ 
The ten personality traits measured by this instrument are 
General Activity, Restraint, Ascendance, Sociability, Emotional 
Stability, Objectivity, Friendliness, Thoughtfulness, Personal 
Relations, and Masculinity., These traits are designated by the 
letters G,R,A,S,E,O,F,T,P, and M, respectively and the scales 
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are suggestive of the kind of adjustment or behavior to be ex-
pected in individuals with high or low scores. High scores 
indicate f1positive¥1 qualities and low scores, nnegativen 
qualitieso ''Extreme positive qualities do not ahvay.s indicate 
the best adjustment, but extreme negative ones are likely to 
indicate trouble .. ri3 8 
Positive qualities characteristic of General Activity are 
drive, energy, and quickness of actiono These positive 
qualities embrace rapid pace of activities, energy, vitality, 
continuous activity, productivity, efficiency, a liking for 
speed, enthusiasm, and liveliness; as contrasted with negative 
qualities embracing slow and deliberate pace, fatigability, 
pausing for rest, low productivity, inefficiency, taking one's 
time, slowness of action, impassivity, and sluggishness. If a 
high score on the G (General Activity) scale is coupled with the 
right kind of qualities, it is a good indication; if, however, 
it is coupled with the wrong traits, it may be bad •. -:·ir1:1e·::r 
quality tends to exaggerate the appearance of other traits. If, 
for example, the T (Thoughtfulness) scale, indicative of re-
flective thinking, is high, a high G score would indicate that 
the individual's thoughtfulness and planning would be effective 
in action; rather than becoming useless and futile philosophiz-
ing. If one 1-vere inclined to be domineering, however, a high G 
status would indicate that his tyrannical manner would be more 
obvious and overt. A low G score may intensify a low S 
38 Ibid .. , p .. 3 .. 
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{Sociability), low A (Ascendance), or high F {Friendliness} 
status. Moreover, clinically, a low G score may indicate a 
hypothyroid condition, anemia, or other physical conditions; 
this is an especially important consideration to be noted in the 
case of young people. On the other hand, a high G score may in-
dicate manic behavior, in which random action and wasted effort 
is evident .. 
On the R (Restraint) scale positive qualities are charac-
teristic of a serious-minded, deliberate, persistent, self-
controlled individual; while the negative qualities characterize 
a happy-go-lucky, carefree, impulsive, excitement-loving person. 
Such an individual is not suited to hold positions of responsi-
bility. At the other extreme, the over-serious, over-restrained 
person might also be ill suited for a position of' great responsi~ 
bility. A high R status accompanied by a high G scores would in-
dicate internal conflict and danger of poor mental health; if 
accompanied by a low G status it would mean very low outputo 
Restraint on this survey is opposite the former Guilford trait 
of rhathymia. 
A high A (Ascendance) rating denotes the qualities of self-
assertion, leadership, loquacity, persuasion, conspicuousness, 
and bluffing; a low score, on the other hand, denotes habits of 
submissiveness, following, reticience and avoidance of conspic-
uousness. It is important that a very high A score be balanced 
by favorable T, R, M, and F scores; if not, such an individual 
may tend nto ride rough-shod over others.n39 
39 I d 
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The high and low S (Sociability) scores indicate the con-
trast between people, who have many friends, readily establish 
rapport, and aro at ease in social groups; and those who are 
shy, reserved individuals, having few friends, and avoiding 
social contacts$ People with high S scores tend to seek the 
limelight; tho.se with low· S scores tend to avoid the limelight" 
This trait of Sociability was called 11 social extraversionvi on 
the Guilford-Martin series. 
E (Emotional Stability) is the opposite of a combination 
of cycloid disposition and depressive tendencies as classified 
on the earlier Guilford tests~ A high E score indicates opti-
mism, cheerfulness, composure, and evenness of moods@ An 
tremely high E score, coupled with a 101;1 G status, may be indic-
ative of a phlegmatic, or lazy person., A very low E score 
denotes neurotic tendencies or poor mental health., 1-1.n individ= 
ual with such tendencies ·would be moody, gloomy., pessimistic., 
and excitable., He might harbor feelings of guilt, loneliness, 
and worry; and would, perhaps, daydream excessively., 
Objectivity (0), as noted above, correlates fairly high 
with Emotional Stabilityo A high O score means that the indi-
vidual is ~'thickskinned, vi less egocentric, and more impersonal 
in his attitude toward his own capabilities and liabilities 
than a person standing at the opposite end of the scale. A low 
0 score means hypersensitiveness, suspiciousness, and egoism, 
with a tendency for the individual to have ideas of reference 
and to get into trouble. One could, however, be too objective 
for the most effective adjustment as well as too subjective~ 
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An extremely high score might indicate a person so insensitive 
to himself, that he could not sympathize with others or apprec-
iate their sensitiveness. A high T score would help to balance 
a high Objectivity rating .. An individual with a low O score 
might either suffer in silence or find himself frequently in 
trouble, depending on his status on A, G., and F traits .. 
A high F score means a healthy realistic approach to the 
frustrations involved in living with others; it might mean 
pacifism., or it might indicate a very normal desire to please 
others and to be liked. A low· score means some form of hostil ... 
ity. It might be indicative of a fighting attitude, and, if 
kept under control, it could be a favorable quality .. Many 
peopie, scoring low on the F scale, like to dominate for the 
satisfaction or compensatory value derived therefrom. Such 
persons, in positions of authority, would probably stimulate 
friction and low morale among those under their supervision. 
Thoughtfulness ('r), formerly called thinking introversion, 
indicates an individual with the positive qualities of reflec-
tiveness, meditativeness, self observance., philosophical incli ... 
nation, mental poise, observance of the behavior of ot~hers, and 
interestin thinking .. On the other hand, a person scoring on 
the negative side of the scale exhibits mental disconcertedness 
and interest in overt activity .. Such an extraverted individual 
usually is so busy interacting with his social environment that 
he has little time for learning to observe himself or others; 
as a result, he will probably be lacking in tact and subtletyo 
Personal Relations {P) was designated as cooperativeness 
on the Guilford-Hartin series .. This trait seems to be the core 
of ugetting along with peoplen., A high score denotes not only 
tolerance and understanding of other people, but also confidence 
and faith in tho existing social institutions~ Some character-
istics of persons making a low P score are self-pity, suspic-
iousness, faultfinding, hyp<~rcriticalnesr; of' other people, and 
criticalness of social institutions .. Consequently, such an 
individual is unlikely to 1"get along with others11 .... 
On the positive side of the Masculinity scale, a high score 
exhibits both interests and behavior that are characteristic of 
men~ If the score is extremely high, it may indicate an un-
sympathetic and callous individual; or it may, on the other 
hand, designate a person who, consciously or unconsciously, is 
seeking to compensate for feminine tendency or feeling of weak-
ness or inferiority6 A low M score indicates femininity of 
interests and behavior and would include mnotional expressive-
ness, romantic interests, fearfulness, disgust, and an interest 
in feminine activities and vocations. Women scoring high on H 
'
1may have had masculinizing experiences through long association 
with the opposite sex or they may be rebelling against the 
female role?1 " 40 
Procedure Used in Study 
The data for this study were secured by adn1inistering the 
tests described above to 770 students--the students were enrolled 
in 15 sections of Introductory Psychology during the school term 
40 Ibid0, p .. 10 .. 
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of 1949-1950. Of this group 533 were men and 237 were women. 
The tests of .131 students, who had had instruction in art on the 
college level, were separated from those of students who had not 
had any art training. The art group included 61 men and 70 women. 
Of the total number 60 students were eliminated because one or 
more tests was incomple·te, or an invalid score was obtained on the 
Kuder Preference Record. In the former category there were 44 men 
and 18 women; in the latter, 5 men and 3 women had invalid scores. 
After these eliminations, a group of 579 students remained in the 
non-art s·ample, 423 men and 156 women. 
Either form A or B of the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental 
Maturity was administered to all students as the first tes-t in 
the series. The Meier !£1 Judgment Test, the Kuder Preference 
Record, and the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey were given 
in rotation, one-third of the students taking each test at each 
of the other three testing periods. All tests were scored by 
the author and carefully rechecked for errors in both scoring 
and recording. The results of the tests were made available to 
all students who pa~ticipated in the study, and counseling was 
given whenever students desired it. Professor Evert Little 
assisted with part of the first recording of scores~ and assumed 
the responsibility of counseling four sec·tions of the students; 
James Hafner, a teaching fellow, did the counseling for two 
sections of the students. 
After all data were carefully checked and recorded, two 
groups were formed from the non-art students--a high aesthetic 
ability group and a low aesthetic-a.bility group--as determined 
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by their standing on the Meier Art Judgme!1!!_ !.filil!.o For the high-
ability group only those students were chosen ·who ranked at the 
50th percentile or above on the Meier norms for college students 
and adults<) This cutting point was chosen since :Meier believes 
that one can expect only average achievement or less in fields 
requiring a high degree of aesthetic ability if a person ranks 
below the 50th percentile .. 41 On the basis of this assumption., 
100 students were placed in the high-ability group--60 men and 
40 women., Then the 100 students making the lowest scores on 
the art judgment test 1:1ere chosen for the lm·r-ability group .. 
This group included 80 men and 20 women ·who ranked at the fourth 
percentile or below on the Meier test .. 
From the 131 students with credit in college art, the 35 
were selected who had ten or more hours of art instruction at 
· the college lovele Ten hourse credit indicated interest in art 
beyond the art requirement of most schoolso This group consisted 
of 26 men and nine women, all of whom were majoring in art or 
architecturee 
After computing the raw data and selecting the groups, the 
statistics for shovJing significant. differences were computed .. 
The mean., standard deviation, and standard error of the mean 
were computed for the Meier Art Judgment Test, the Henmon-Nelson 
Tests gf Uental Ability, and ten scales of both Kuder Preference 
Record and the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey., The 
differences of the means, the standard error of the difference, 
41 I'Ieier, op., cit .. ., Examiner's Manual, pp .. 9-12 ... 
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and the critical ratios or t-values were obtained and recorded 
for the comparison of the major and sub-groups on each of the 
tests and scales. All the statistically obtained data were 
recorded in tables which are included in the following chapter 
of this study. Furthermore, profile analyses of the interests 
and personality traits for ea.ch of the various groups were con-
structed on graphs and also included in Chapter IV. 
Comparisons were made to determine sex differences for the 
high and low-ability groups, and also to determine differences 
between like sex members of these two major groupso In order 
to study the relationship between·aesthetic judgment and 
interest in art, the mean raw scores on the ten scales of the 
personality inventory were converted to mean T-scores and plotted 
on a graph each sex of the high-ability group with high-artistic 
interest and those with low-artistic interest as measured by the 
Kuder Artistic scale .. The same procedure is used in studying the 
ability-interest relationship of the low-ability group. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 
Statistics based on a sample, are always estimates of their 
population counterparts; consequently the statistical data pre-
sented in this chapter is an estimate of what one ,rmuld expect 
to find in other college populations, drawn from Agricultural 
and Mechanical Colleges of the Southwest, and composed of Intro-
ductory Psychology students that are predominantly underclassmen .. 
Although we can not determine the true values for a wholo popu-~ 
lation, we can compute, with a certain degree confidence, the 
limits within which the true statistic may be expected to be .. 
'rhis chapter contains a summary of' the statistically significant 
differences that have been found by comparing the sample groups 
on the several tests and scales.. Accompanying this s1J.rvey, are 
the tables containing the statistical data and also the graphs 
showing the prof'ile patternse 
1'.h§. CompariSQ11 of Groups Q!l. Aesthetic Ability 
The data for high and low aesthetic ability were secured by 
the common practice of' making t·wo groups from the extremes of 
the f'requency distribution of' 579 students who took the Meier Art 
Judgment Test., Since these two groups consisted of only 100 non-
art students each, the gap between the groups was naturally very 
great .. Table 1 presents these data. The mean difference on art 
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'l'ABLE 1 
THE COEPAHISOIT OF AESTHB'I'IC ABILI'I1Y FOR EX'I'REHE 
GROUP OE 'l'HE I:IEIER AH1' JUDGMJi.:NT TEST 
No.., 
L~w-Abilit? Gr~)U) {Ij1ale and Female 100 
High-Ability Group 
Ohle and Female) 100 
College Art Grouo 
(Hale and Female) 35 
Low-Ability Grou) {Male and Female 100 










IJ[ean . So D" 
78. 51 5.82 0.582 
107 .. 22 2.,70 .270 
105.57 6 .. 95 lol75 
78051 5.82 .. 582 
78.05 6 .. 02 .673 
106 .. 98 2 .. 4.7 .319 
e35 Li-"61 1.029 
107~57 3,,00 .,475 
Significance of 
Differences 
Dif £~: s. E-'. 
of of t-
It'Ieans Di.ff .. Value 
28e7l 0 .. 641 4lt-o79 
27.,06 1 .. 311 20 .. 6li, 
2So93 74,· .. ( J ') d c,3 .)O., 0 
27 .. 22 l .. lJLi, 2~ ... 00 
judgment between the high-ability and low-ability students is 
2$ o 71 tJhich expresses a highly significant difference stat.is-
tic ally (critical ratio: l+h0 7Es), sufficiently high to speak of 
these groups as high and low-ability groups .. It is interesting 
to note that the mean diff'erence betvmen a group of art students 
and the low-ability group is 27 .. 06 ·which is approximately thE.) 
same as that bet·("Jeen tho high-ability group and the lotr-ability 
groupo The d:U:ference of 1 .. 65 bet1;Jeen the high-ability and tho 
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art group favors the high-ability group but is not statistically 
significant. There is, however, a much greater variability in 
the art group, which is what one might expect since this group 
represents variability, not only in ability, but also in train-
ing. The fact,or of training is largely responsible for bringing 
the average of the art students up to the high-ability group, 
although the selective factor, namely, students with Bore than 
average ability on the whole selected art, also operated. The 
sex factor is also fairly well equated between the high and low-
ability groups. While the proportion of men and women in the 
high-ability group is about the same as that of the total dis-tri-
bution of the 579 students, the ratio in the low-ability group 
shows a greater proportion of men. However, the difference of 
the mean between the high and low-ability women is about the 
same as that of the high and low-ability men. For women this 
difference is 27.22 and for men it is 28.93. This difference 
is, of course, not statistically significant. Again, according 
to Table 2, the difference between the low-ability women and the 
low ability men is 2.30 with at-value of l.S7 in favor of the 
women, but the mean difference between high-ability men and high-
ability women is only .59. Neither of these differences are 
statistically significant. It does however seem to show a 
slighter higher variability for the men, a finding sometimes 
asserted for all abilities. 1 The data in this study are not clear 
cut on this point, however, since there is a smaller proportion 
1 Anastasia, Anne, Differential Psychologx_ (New York~ 
The l\!IacMillan Co~, 1937), pp. 390-391+ .. 
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TABLE 2 
THE COMPARISON OF AESTHETIC ABILITY FOR SDIILAR ABILITY 
GROUPS ON THE }'.IEIER ART JUDGMENT TEST 
Significance of 
Differences 
Aesthetic AbilitI Diff .. S.E. 
of of t-
I\io • Mean S.D. S.E. Means Di.ff. Value 
College Art Grou) (Male and Female 35 105.57 6.95 L,175 
High-Ability Group 1 .. 65 1 .. 205 1..37 (Nale and Female) 100 107.22 2.70 .270 
Low-Ability (Male} Group 80 78.05 6.02 .673 
Low-Ability Group 
4.61 
2.30 1.230 1.87 (Female) 20 eo.35 1.029 
High-Ability Group 
(Male) 60 106 .. 98 2 .• 1+7 ·:i19 & ~1 
High-Ability Group .59 0572 1.03 (Female} 40 107.57 J.,00 .475 
of women in the low-ability group than in the high ability 
group. If the sex ratios of the two groups were equated by 
adding to the low-ability a sufficient number of women just 
above the cutting score_. the variability would be slightly 
greater_. but still not great enough to be statistically signif-
icant. Other. studies report. no statistically reliable sex 
differences. 2,3 
2 Katherine Snow Whorley, ttAn Experimental Investigation 
of the Sensitivity of Children to Compositional Unity,~ Studies 
in. the Psychology .Q! !tl,_. Vol. XVIII, op .. cit •. , pp .. 43, 44. 
3 E., Terry Prothra and Harold T. Perry_. "Group Differences 
in Performance on the l\>Ieier Art Test, n Journal 2:!, A12plied 
Psycholog:2:, Vol. XXXIV (April, 1950) P• 96., 
The Comparison of Aesthetic Judgment 
and Mental Ability 
When aesthetic ability is compared with mental ability, 
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it is found that the differences are large., favoring those with 
high aesthetic ability, and that these differences are highly 
significant .. A verification of this statement can be secured 
by consulting the data in Table J .. There are no significant 
sex differences indicated as to intelligence; nor are there any 
significant differences in this respect, between the high-
ability group who have had no specific art training and the 
college art students~ These two groups both rank at approxi-
mately the 70th percentile on the Henmon-Nelson norms for 
college freshmen; while the low-ability group ranks at the 35th 
percentile... These findings are in the same direction as those 
of other studies4 which usually indicate a positive relationship 
between aesthetic judgment and intelligence... Tiebout and Meier 
·also found na tendency for a higher than average degree of in.-.. 
telligence to be present with artistic superiority. 5 Monroe 
states that there is a slight positive correlation between artis-
tic ability and intelligence, the coefficients o.f correlation 
varying somewhat but seldom exceeding .4.0 and the majority being 
much lower.6 Meier, on the other hand, when validating the art 
test, .found that correlations between aesthetic ability and 
l+ Monroe, .Q.I2.• ill.•, p .. 65. 
. 5 Tiebout and '.Meier, ''Artistic Ability and General 
Intelligence,n QE.• £.it. .. , p .. 123. 
6 Monroe, loc. £ll·• 
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TABLE 3 
THE COMPARISON OF.ABILITY GROUPS ON THE 
HENMON-NELSON TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Mental Abilitz Diff. S.E .. 
of of t-
No,, Mean s.n. S.E.,, !deans Diff .. Value 
Lo'!iiT-Ability Grou) (Male and Female 100 40.23 9.03 0.903 
High-Ability Group 7.$5 1.431 5.485 (Male and Female)· 100 48 .. 08 11.11 1 .. 111 
College Art Grou1 (Male and Female 35 4EL, 71 11..20 1.894 
High-Ability Group .. 63 2 .. 196 .. 286 (Male and Female) 100 4e.:os 11.11 1.111 
College Art Grou) (.Male and Female 35 48 .. 71 11.20 1.894 
Low-Ability Grou1 $.48 2 .. 098 4 .. 041 {Male and Female .· 100 40 .23 9.03 0 .. 903 
Low-Ability Group 
(Male) 80 40.26 8 .. 98 L,004 
Low-Ability Group .. 16 2.,341 .. 06$ (Female) 20 40.10 9.46 2 .. 115 
High-Ability Group (Male} 60 47.44 2.47 .. 319 
High-Ability Group 1.58 1.666 .. 948 (Female) 40 49.02 10.34 1.636 
Low-Ability Group (Male) 80 40.26 8.98 1.004 
High-Ability Group 7 .. 18 1 .. 053 6.820 (Male} 60 47.44 2.47 .319 
Low-Ability Group 
(Female} 20 40 .. 10 9.46 2 .. 115 
High-Ability Group 8e92 20674 3 .. 335 {Female) 40 49.02 10.34 1.636 
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intelligence varied from -.14 to/. .28;7 however, on one of' the 
i 
ttten-year" studies, he found that a group of very successful 
artists showed an average I.Q. score of 118.4.). He. therefore, 
concluded that intelligence was not an absolute requirement for 
success·in artistic field but that it was a valuable asset.g 
Sex Differences in Interests .€ill!! Personalit,..Y, Traits 
for Ability Groups 
~-ability group ... -Sex differences a.re studied by comparing 
the men and women in both the low and high-ability groups. 
Table 4 contains the data for the comparison in the low group, 
and Table 5 contains the data for the comparison in the high 
group. Interest patterns are shown by profiles on Graphs· land 
2 for the low and high.;.,ability groups, respectively. 
A comparison of the data on the interest inventory shows 
that the low-ability men are significantly higher than the low-
ability women on the Outdoor, Mechanical, Scienti.fic and 
Persuasive scales, with mean difference of 14.SS, 1$.94, 13.62, 
and 5.68 respectively. The fir.st three scales are signi.fica.nt 
at the one per cent.level; the Persuasive scale is significant 
at the five per cent level. Women, on the other hand, have 
significantly higher interest on the following scales: Artis-
tic, with a mean difference of 4.12 at the five per cent level 
of con.fidence, Social Service with a difference o.f 10.94 at the 
7 Meier, Exarniner's Manual, Q.12.• ill•• p. 17 .. 
8 Tiebout and Meier, "Artistic Ability and General 













THE cmilPARISON OF Sri:X DIFFERENCES FOR Lm:!-ABILITY GROUP 
ON THE KUDER. PREFERENCE RECORD 
Significance of 
Differences 
Hen Women Diffo 0 17 0 0..ll.:Je, 
of of t-
l'Jo o Ifoan S.,D., Sl!'Eo l'Jo e I',Iean SoD'o So Ee ''·"{ 11J1oans Diffa Value 
80 38093 13.66 L, 528 20 24005 11.95 2()673 14088 30079 4 Q:? D l,.) 
80 1+2 0 04 12039 1 .. 3s6 20 23 .. 10 11.,52 2.,575 1 r1 91 0 0 -£+ ;2., 924 6.,48 
80 29.,40 5096 1.,002 20 27.35 8.,91 10993 2o05 20231 ~99 
80 37,,97 l"l 7r:r. u., <.) L,205 20 24035 9o78 20188 13.,62 20498 5., 4,5 
so 47 .. os 14.,43 1.,614 20 4lo40 9o72 2.,175 5,,68 2.708 2ol0 
19.,28 EL.02 .,896 20 23,,40 7,,69 1 .. 719 4ol2 L,939 2,,12 
80 17.,71 s.39 e9J8 20 20.,65 10,,06 2 .. 250 2o94 20437 lo2l 
80 14.,37 7o55 o SL:-4 20 14,.00 6.,49 le451 q37 lo678 022 
80 43c9l 10 .. 90 L,177 20 54085 14~73 ') 209 .,) 0 ,, 10094 30502 3ol2 
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THE COMPARISON OF SEX DIFFERENCES FOR HIGH-ABILITY GROUP 
ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD 
Significance of 
Differences 
D"ff S :;:; . l. . .. . • .tt;,. 
:i4en Women of of t-
No. Isle an . S.D. S.E. .i<:I,(•. S.D •. S.E .. r::Ieans Diff. Value No. I,1.ean 
60 41.01 15. 51 · 2.002 40 33.27 10.19 1.611 7.74 2.570 3J,01 
60 40.36 13.5$ 1.753 40 24.50 11.46 1.612 15.86 2.521 6.29 
60 25.78 10t28 L,327 40 22 .. 15 10 .. 96 1.733 3.63 2.1$3 1.66 
60 40.,76 lJ.62 1.749 40 24.30 10 .. 91 1.724 16.46 2 .. 450 6.72 
60 44.5$ 17.,03 2.199 40 39.45 14.43 2.282 5.13 30169 1.62 
60 25.61 9.77 1.261 40 34.40 9.36 1.483 e. 79 - 1. 944 4.52 
60 20.63 8.99 1.161 40 22.10 9.10 L,439 1.47 1.828 .80 
60 14.66 7 .. 79 1.005 40 1e.62 6.67 1.054 3.96 1.457 2.72 
60 39,,46 13.60 L,756 40 46.10 12.96 2.050 6.64 2.699 2.46 
60 42.73 13.23 1.708 40 53.65 18.09 2.861 10.92 3.3.32 J.2$ 
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Graph 2.--Profiles of the mean T-scores on the scales of the Kuder Preferenc0 
Record for the comparison of sex differences for the high-ability groupo .. , .. 
c, 
0 
the raw sec res or c.he interest ee:ales; but there are al&-, str H:-
ing profil0; Vil'i":.at.ions when based on the Kuder percentile norm.a~ 
conv~rtod tr, 'T-scores. 'rh~ tr.ansfon:.:irl$ of the original or raw 
scores int,:J T-scores, :tndic.at.etl t,he B&taa level <''1£ ability 1.n a 
110:rrnal distribution. is a technique used £or normalizing the 
distribution of raw scores. T-scores are expressed in terns of 
the same unit and with respect to the sar.;1e re.ference p,;)tnt; and 
unlike percentiles are eqt~l throughout. th\?; scale. !Jany of the 
dif£erences found on the raw score data are due to cultural sex 
di.f.fe:rences which were recognized in developL"lg t;he interest in-
ventory and det.er:mil1ing the norms. The profile of mean T-scores 
represents the sex differences in r'31at1on to aestha,tic ability. 
cal int.erests are px·actically identical £or botJ:1 s·e;;ces in the 
low-ability g:.t·oup. Artistic and Clerical scales show significant 
differences oo ·the raw mean scores. 
ability 't1omen at the: 70th pereentila, and the 1~en at the 55th 
percentile. ()n the ?;!usical scale: t.he men stm1d .a:t the 74th 
percentile, and women at the 4f:th pereen::.;tle. The interest 
scales characterlze 'the low-abilit~y women., while the syndrome 0£ 
62 
Outdoor, Scientific and Musical interests characterizes the low-
ability men. The variation of the interests of this group may 
be due not only to sex differences, but also to the hetero-
geneous character of the predominate interests of the low-
ability groups. The unequal representation of the sexes may 
also effect the reliability of differences, since there were $0 
men and only 20 women representative of the low-aesthetic 
ability 1sroup. 
High-ability grou12.--In comparing men and women of the high-
ability group for sex differences on the interest inventory, 
the data show that the men are significantly higher on the Out-
door, Mechanical, and Scientific scales; the mean differences 
are~ 7.74 on the Outdoor scale, 15.86 on the Mechanical scale, 
and 16046 on the Scientific scale, all reliable at the one per 
cent level. Except for the Persuasive scale, the differences 
are in the same direction as the low-ability men. The women 
are statistically more significant on the following scales: 
Musical, with a difference of J.96; Social Service, with a 
difference of 6.64; Artistic with a difference of 8.97; and 
Clerical, with a difference of 10 ... 92; each reliable at the one 
per cent level of confidence. 
The profile patterns for the high-ability sex groups are 
very similar, both in shape and position, with the exception of 
the Scientific scale. On this scale the men rank at the 47th 
percentile, while the women rank at the 29th percentile. 1rhe 
number of women in this group are in better proportion to the 
number of men than the low-ability group were. In the high-
ability group there are 60 men and 40 women. 
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Comparisons on the Per sona lity Scales 
Low- abil ity group.--The data for the comparison of men and women 
in the low- ability group on the s cales of the personality test 
a re recorded in Table 6 , and the profiles of the personality 
patterns, based on mean 1- scores, are presented on Graph 3 . 
In the low- ability group the three statist i cally reliable 
differences between the sexes on the personality s cales are all 
in favor of the men . Ascendance shows a difference of 4 . 50, 
with at- value of 2 . 62, almost reliable at the one per cent 
level; Emotional Stability shows a difference of 3 . 91 , signif-
icant at the t wo per cent level; and :Masculinity is highly s ig-
nificant with a mean difference of 12 . 17 . As in interests the 
raw score data reflect s cultural difference , although this in-
fluence i s not a s great a factor as in the case of interests 
except on Masculinity . On this scale men rank at the 50th per-
centile and women at the first percentile. The profile indi -
cates , in addi tion to Masculinity, a pattern of trait s , includ-
ing Ascendance, Emotional Stability , Objectivity, Sociability, 
and Personal Relations, on whi ch men are superior to women . 
High- ability group.--Table 7 contains the data for a comparison 
of sex differences on the high- ability level , and Graph 4 shows 
the personality profiles for this group. 
Men in the high- ability group have a mean difference of 
3 . 76 , reliable at the one per cent level , for Ascendance, and 
a significant d i fference of 7 . 57 for asculinity . The difference 
















THE COMPARISON OF SEX DIFFERENCES FOR LOW-ABILITY GROUP 
ON THE GUILFORD-ZH'.IT\/J:ERMAN TEMPERAIJJEN'r SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Men Women Diff., S ti-i ., .u. 
of of t-
Nog Mean S.D .. S .. E. No .. Nie an S .. D. S$E. Means Diffo Value 
80 17.47 8090 .,995 20 17035 5o f:i7 loJl3 0 .. 12 1~647 0 .. 07 
$0 51., 02 4G42 .. 494 20 15 .. 80 4.13 .923 .,78 1..053 .,74 
80 17 .. 20 9.10 lo002 20 12.70 6 .. 19 1 .. 385 4 .. 50 1 .. 719 2.62 
80 2L,76 10 .. 44 L.167 20 21 .. 35 3 .. 61 .776 e4l 1 .. 402 .,29 
80 18~26 7.62 .. S52 20 14.35 6.16 1,,377 J.91 L,620 2o4l 
80 19.11 9,,99 L.117 20 15 .. 70 6 .. 11 L,366 Jo4l 1.,764 1 .. 93 
eo 14.,96 9.,70 1.083 20 16.25 6.,02 1.,346 L,29 L.728 .75 
80 UL,43 4o39 0492 20 18.10 4.,52 1,,010 .,33 1~124 .. 29 
$0 18a86 15 .. 55 1 .. 291 20 17.,so 4o29 .,960 1.06 1 .. 609 ,.66 
80 20.67 4 .. Li-5 ,.49t1 20 s,.50 4.11 ,.919 12.17 1 .. 045 lL, 6L1-
°' +-
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THE COMPARISON OF SEX DIFFERENCES FOR HIGH-ABILITY GROUP 
ON THE GUILFORD•ZIJYIMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Men Women Diff. S.E. 
of of t-
No. Mean S.D. S.E. No. Mean S .. D. S.E. Means Dif.f., Value 
60 16.21 5.7$ 0.746 40 16.05 4.9$ 0,787 0.16 1.ms4 0.15 
60 16.53 5.47 .706 40 17.05 4.07 .633 • 52 .943 • 55 - --------
60 16.78 5.59 .722 40 13.02 4.68 .739 3.76 1.03.3 3.64 
60 18.59 6.42 .829 40 19.97 5.68 .s9s 1.38 1.222 1.13 
60 15.54 5.s9 .761 40 15.05 5.73 .907 .49 1 .. 183 .41 
60 15.93 5.45 .703 40 19.45 5.21 .. 824 .52 1.082 .4s 
60 13.48 5.45 .704 40 16.65 4.88 .772 3.17 1.045 .3.03 
60 20.41 4.09 0529 40 19.35 4.15 .656 1.06 .843 1.26 
60 14.54 5.04 .651 40 19.00 4.53 .717 4.46 .968 4.61 
60 19.39 4.10 .532 40 11.82 3.67 .581 7.57 .,7$6 9 .. 63 
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Graph 4.--Profiles of the mean T-scores on the scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Survey for the comparison of sex differences for the high-ability group~ 
°' -..J 
great a sex difference for the high-ability as for the low-
ability group. 
Women rate higher on Friendliness and Personal Relations, 
having a difference of 3 .. 17 for the Friendliness scale and 
6 (') 0 
4.46 for the Personal Rolationa scale, both reliable at the one 
per cent level. Ascendance as well as Masculinity appear to be 
sex difference:::; for both abllity groups as indicated by not 
only the data but also by the personality profiles. For Ascen~ 
dance the difference on the profile is not too great for either 
group, but for Masculinity the men rank at the 40th percentile 
and the women at the fourth percentile. This difference is 
probably influenced more by cultural factors than by aesthetic 
ability. 
The data show a tendency for women to be more sociable, 
and men to be more thought.ful. A profile analysis of personal-
it.y syndromes characterizing each group, show that men are su-
perior on General Activity, Ascendance, and Thoughtfulness, 
next, to Ni:asculinity the most differentiating trait, and that wo-
men excel in Restraint, Sociability, Friendliness and Personal 
Relations. These syndromes indicate that the men possess a 
little more energy~ vitality, and enthusiasm; greater habits of 
self defense and leadership; and somewhat more mental poise, re-
flectiveness., and philosophical attitude than the high-ability 
·women. The women, on the other hand, have a personality pattern 
indicating a better sc;cial and personal adjustment, and a ten-
dency to be more serious-minded and persistent in.their efforts. 
Differences in Interest and Persona~itx 1Trait s 
of the High .fil}Q Lm,,r-~b:ilitx Grou:es~ 
Comparisons on the Interest Scales 
69 
.Men ~ith p.igh and low aesthetic ability. --The data, for com-
paring men of low and high aesthetic ability, are recorded in 
Table 8, and the profiles are on Graph 5. These data are used 
to designate int,erests that differentiate between men possessing 
high aesthetic ability and those having low ability. 
'1'he low-ability men have a significantly larger mean 
difference than the high-ability men on the Computational and 
Social Service scales, with differences of 3.62 and 4e45, 
respectively, both at the five per cent level of reliability; 
and on the Clerical scale with a difference of 7.03 at the one 
per cent level .. The high-ability men have a statistically 
higher mean difference on the Artistic scale with 6.33 at the 
one per cent level; the difference on the Literary scale is 
2.92 with at-value of 1~95, which is almost at the five per 
cent level of reliability. 
The interest patterns, as represented on the profiles of 
the tvio male ability groups show definite, clear-cut dissimilar-
ity. The Computational, Social Service and Clerical scales 
forming the cluster of interests for the low-ability men. The 
Artistic, and Literary interest characterize the high~ability 
men, with a tendency toward greater interest on the Outdoor 
scale. Both groups of men tend to rank below the 50th percen-
tile on the Scientific scale, at approximately the 50th percen-
tile on i1usic, and above average on the Persuasive scalee 
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THE.COMPARISON OF WO:MEN IN LOW•ABILITY AND HIGH-ABILITY GROUPS 
ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD 
.Significance of 
Differences 
Low-Ability Grou12 High-AbilitI Grou2 Diff. S.E. 
of of t ... 
No. r-.i:rean S.D. S.E. No. Mean S.D. S.E. Means Diff. Value 
20 24.05 11.95 2.673 40 33.27 10.19 1.611 9.22 3.115 2.96 
20 23.10 11.52 2.575 40 24.50 11.46 1.812 1.40 3.149 .44 
20 27.35 a.91 1.993 40 22.15 10.96 1.733 5.20 2.641 1.96 
20 24.35 9.7s 2.188 40 24.30 10.91 1.724 .05 2.7$6 .• 02 
20 41.40 9.72 2.175 40 39.45 14.43 2;;282 1.95 3.152 .62 
20 23.40 7.69 1.719 40 3l:,. 40 9.36 1.433 11.00 2.268 4-85 
20 20.65 10.06 2.250 40 22.10 9.10 1.439 1.45 2.671 .54 
20 14.00 6.49 l.1+51 40 18 .. 62 6,67 1.054 4.62 1.794 2.57 
Social Service 20 54.$5 14.73 3.299 40 46.10 12.96 2.050 8.75 3.884 2.25 
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Women ~ high and lovJ .§...~§hetic abilit:z. --In Table 9 are 
recorded the data for comparing women with high-ability with 
those of 101·,r-ability. Graph 6 shows the profiles for the female 
ability groups. 
Significant differences in interests for the women indicate 
that the low-ability group are higher than the high-ability 
group on the Social Service scale, with a mean difference of 
'6.75, and em the Clerical scale, with a mean difference of 10.65, 
both highly reliable at the one per cent level; while for the 
high-ability women, a difference of 11 .. 00 is evident on the 
Artistic, and 9.22, on the Outdoor scale, both reliable at the 
one per cent level. 
A comparison of the mean T-score of the interest of the 
low and high-ability women show· definite characteristic patterns 
for the two groups, although there are some similarities of 
interest. The personality syndromes for the high-ability women, 
that differentiates them from the low-ability women, are shovm 
by high peaks on the pattern for the Outdoor, Artistic, and 
Musical scales with weak interests indicated on the Social Ser-
vice and Clerical scales~ The low-ability groups are character-
ized by high differentiating interests indicated on the Computa-
tional, Persuasive, Social S~rvice. and Clerical scales, with 
weak interest on the Artistic and Musical ratings. 
Computational, Social Service and Clerical interest 
differentiate men and women of the low-ability group as con-
trasted with Outdoor and Artistic interest for the high-ability 
men and women. The data seem to indicate a relationship between 
75 
high aesthetic ability and interest on the Outdoor and Artistic 
scale, and a lack of interest on the Computational, Social Ser-
vice, and Clerical scales. This is in line with vihat one would 
expect. 
Comparisons on the Personality Scales 
Nen v;rith high and low-aesthetic ability.--The data used in mak-
ing the comparison on the personality scales are recorded in 
Table 10, and the profiles are on Graph 7. 
There are five reliable differences on the personality 
scales. Thoughtfulness and Personal Relations are both signif-
icant at the one per cent level. Thoughtfulness, vdth a mean 
difference of 1.98, favors the high-abili·ty men; while Personal 
Relations, with a mean difference of 4.32, favors the low-
ability men. Also favoring the low-ability men are Sociability, 
with a d:ifference of 1. 42, reliable at the five per cent level; 
Emotional Stability:, v>Jith a difference of 2 .. 72, and Objectivity, 
with a difference of 3.1$, both reliable at the two per cent 
level. This indicates a less adequate social, emotional and 
personal adjustment for the high-ability men. This finding is 
in keeping with Drep' .s finding that people with high aesthetic 
ability have more neurotic.tendencies.9 
.. 
There is a tendency, 
although not significant, for the high-ability men to show less 
General Activity and greater Restraint than the low~ability 
men. The low-ability men tend to show greater Sociability and 
Masculinity of interest than do the high-ability men. These 
9 Dreps, 212.• cit., p. 144. 
TABLE 10 
THE COMPARISON OF MEN IN LOW-ABILITY AND HIGH-ABILITY GROUPS 
ON THE GUILFORD-ZD!!MER1':IAN TE~IPERAMENT SURVEY 
Significance of· 
Differences 
Low-Ability Grou:g High-Ability Grou:Q Diff. S.E. 
of of t•. 
Scales No. f1Iean S.D. S.E. No. Mean S.D. S.E. Means Diff. Value 
General 
Activity 80 17.47 e.90 0.995 60 16 .. 21 5.78 0.746 1.26 1.243 1.01 
Restraint 80 15.02 4.42 .494 60 16. 53 5.47 .,706 .1.51 .861 1.75 
\ 
Ascendance 80 17.20 9.10 1.002 60 16.78 5.59 .722 .42 1.284 .34 
Sociability $0 21.76 10.44 1.167 60 18.59 6.42 .s29 3,17 ,, 1.416 2.24 
Emotional 
·Stability so 1$.26 7.62 .s52 60 15.54 5.89 .161 2,72 1.143 2.3s 
Objectivity 80 19.11 9,99 1.117 60 15.93 5.45 .703 3.18 1.320 2.41 
Friendliness $0 14.96 9.70 1.oe3 60 13.4g 5,.45 .704 1.1+a 1.293 1.14 
Thoughtfulness 60 18.43 4.39 .492 60 20.41 4.09 .529 1.98 .722 2.74 
Personal 
Relations 80 lEL,86 15.48 1.291 60 14.54 5.04 .651 4.32 1.446 2.99 
:Masculinity 80 20 .. 67 4.45 .49g 60 19.39 4.10 .530 1.28 .727 1.76 
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THE COMPARISON OF WO¥iEN IN LOW-ABILITY AND HIGH ... ABILITY GROUPS 
ON THE GUILFORD ... ZTIJJlV[ERl\JIAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Low-Abilitv Grou:Q High-Abilit:E Grou:12 Diff. S.E(t 
of of t-
Scales Noo Mean SoD• S.E. No. Mean S.D. S .. E. Ueans Diff. Value 
General 
Activity 20 17.35 5.87 1.313 Li,O 16.05 4,.98 0.787 1.30 1. 531 Oo85 
Restraint 20 15.80 4.13 .923 40 17 .. 05 4.07 .633 1..25 1.120 1.12 
Ascendance 20 12.70 6.19 1.385 40 13.02 4.68 .739 .32 1.570 .20 
Sociability 20 21.35 3.61 .776 40 19.97 5.68 .898 1.38 1.187 lol6 
Emotional 
Stability 20 14.35 6.16 1.377 40 15.05 5.73 .907 .70 1.649 .42 
Objectivity 20 15.70 6.11 1.366 40 16.45 5.21 .,824 .75 1.595 .47 
Friendliness 20 16.25 6002 1.346 40 16.65 4.se .772 .40 1.551 .26 
Thoughtfulness 20 1$.10 4.52 1.010 40 19.35 4.15 .656 1.25 1.205 1.04 
Personal 
Relations 20 17.80 4.29 .. 960 40 19.00 4. 53 .717 1.20 1 .. 198 1 .. 00 
Masculinity 20 8 .. 50 4.11 .919 40 11., 82 3.67 .581 3 .. 32 1.087 3.05 ---J 0(), 
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findings would indicate that the low-ability make a better social 
and emotional adjustment, with greater objectivity and tolerance 
in association with other people, and a more happy-go-lucky, 
carefree attitude toward life. While the high-ability men tend 
to sho~ some inadequacy in social and emotional adjustment, 
they have more mental poise, enjoy thinking, and are more 
philosophically inclined.. They also show a tendency toward per-
sistent effort and serious-mindedness~ 
Women m,h high and~ aesthetic ability.--Table 11 contains 
the data for the comparison of the low and high-ability women 
on the personality scales; Graph 8 shows the profiles for this 
group. 
A comparison of the low and high-ability women on the 
personality scales shows that the high-ability women rf1:te sig-
nificantly higher on the Masculinity scale with a mean difference 
of 3.32, reliable at the one per cent level. There are no other 
statistically significant differences between the high and low-
ability women, but there are strong tendencies indicated for the 
high-ability group to show greater Restraint, more Thoughtful-
ness, and slightly better Personal Relations than the low-ability 
women, who, on the other hand, tend toward greater Sociability. 
It would appear, that in our culture, at least, as repre-
sented on the college level, men with a high degree of aesthetic 
sensitivity are less well adjusted than those who possess little 
aesthetic ability, in contrast, women who have had little 
aesthetic sensitivity are less well adjusted. Is cultural 
expectancy an aspect of the interrelation between abilities and 
interests and personality patterns? The significantly greater 
artistic interest of low-ability women over men may be of this 
origin. 
Blura using the Strong Interest Blank and the 1fil4PI found 
Bl 
little in common between scores on interest inventories and 
those of personality.lo The findings on this study indicate 
that there are trends indicative of some relationship. Larger 
and more equally proportioned sex groups should be used to study 
this interrelationship further. 
Aesthetic ~bility--Artistic Interest Agreement 
.@:.§. Related !.Q. Personality Traits 
C~mparison of Aesthetic Ability--Artistic Interest 
Agreement for the Low-Ability Group 
In order to compare personality traits for each sex on the 
bases of aesthetic ability--artistic interest agreement, each of' 
the major ability groups are separated as to sex and then each 
sex group divided into two groups according to their standing 
on the Kuder Artistic scale; thus forming high and low-aesthetic 
ability, and high and low-artistic interest groups for each sex. 
Comparison of Low Aesthetic Ability Men.--In studying the data 
of the low-ability male group f'or traits that differentiate men 
who show low-Artistic interest from those who appear to possess 
high_artistic interest, only one personality scale is signifi-
cantly different. Men whose interest level in Artistic activi-
ties is high in relation to their aesthetic ability are 
10 Blum, £ill.• cit., p. 65. 
apparently more happy-go-lucky, carefree, impulsive individuals, 
than those people shov1ing little interest and having low-
ability. On this scale there is a difference of 3.99, reliable 
at the one per cent level. They tend also to have greater 
Sociability.. So far as the author has been able to di.scover, 
no study on this phase of the :Lnterest-personaJ.it·y pattern 
approach is related to abilitiC)S o:c occupations has been made •. 
The personality pattern for the low-ability-high-interest 
men show they tend to have somewhat more social intarest, 
toleration, and respect for others, and faith in existing insti-
tutions than the low-ability-lm,r-artistic interest men. There is 
also a slight teridency, indicated by the personality profile, 
toward a better emotional adjustment than av,arage.. 'rl1is finding 
may be indicative of the effect of cultural expect,ancy on the 
relationship between personality and interests when studied 
with respect to some special ability .. The low-ability-low-
interest male group have a rather flat profile, all scales 
tending to fall fairly close to the 50th percentile. This would 
seem to indicate that this group tends to be like the average 
individual in our society, while the low-ability-high-interest 
group is more optimistic, and shows less self-control, serious• 
mindedness, and reflective thinking. Such traits may be factors 
causing interest to be out of proportion to their ability. 
Table 12 contains the data for this group and Graph 9, the pro-
files. 
Comparison of ~ Aesthetic A'bili·tv Women.--A comparison of the 
female low-ability-low-interest and the low-ability-high-interest 
TABLE 12 
THE COMPARISON OF AESTHETIC ABILITY-ARTISTIC INTEREST AGREEI:i1ENT FOR THE 
LOW-ABILITY MALE GROUP ON THE GUILFORD-Ziitlr•'lERMAN TEr4PERAlt1ENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Diffsirences 
Lo1,1 ... Interest GrouJ2 High-Interest Grou~ Diff. S.E. 
of of t-
Scales No. l"'lean S.D. S.E. Woo Mean S.D. S.E. Means Diff. Value 
. 
General 
Activity 40 16.80 5.78 0.91.3 40 18.15 11.23 1.776 1 • .35 1.990 o.6e 
Restraint 40 15.38 1.22 .193 40 12.17 4.93 .7ao 3.21 .804 3.99 
Ascendance 40 16.55 5.3$ .850 40 17.85 11.75 1.858 1.30 2.043 o.64 
Sociability 40 20.43 ;.5s .ge3 40 23.10 14.58 2.305 2.67 2.468 1.08 
Emotional 
Stability 40 17.43 5 .. 82 .841 40 19.10 9.o38 1.483 1.67 1.703 .9$ 
Objectivity 40 18.75 4.701 .742 40 19.47 13.40 2.120 .72 3.163 .23 
Friendliness 40 13.90 4.70 .743 40 16,02 12.89 2.038 2.12 2.169 .9a 
Thoughtfulness 40 1$.60 4.39 .693 40 18.27 4.46 .705 .33 .9$9 .33 
Personal 
Relations 40 17.65 4.32 .6$2 40 20.07 15.76 2,492 2.42 2.623 .92 
Masculinity 40 20.38 3.47 .549 40 20.97 5.29 .837 .59 1.000 .59 CQ. \.,,.> 
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Graph 9 .. --Pro:files of the mean T-scores on the scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Surv§y for the comparison of artistic ability-artistic interest agreement 




THE COMPARISON OF AESTHETIC ABILITY-ARTISTIC INTEREST AGREEMENT FOR THE 
LOW-ABILITY FEivJ.ALE GROUP ON THE GUILFORD-ZIIvTIVIERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
- -=--Diff. So Ea 
of of t-
Scales No,. fJiean Sa Do S .. E. No .. Mean s.n<D s .. I:; .. Means Diffo Value 
---- -
General 
Activity 10 17 .. 80 6.,50 2 .. 150 10 16090 5 .. 11 1 .. 616 0 .. 90 2.690 0.,33 
Restraint 10 16.90 3 0 5~- L,121 10 ll.1,0 70 4e55 1 .. 43$ 2.20 1.823 1.21 
Ascendance 10 14 .. 90 7,.$9 2 0 ~-96 10 10.50 2.,81 .. 888 4o~'-o 2 .. 650 1 .. 66 
Sociability 10 21 .. 30 4,,37 1 .. 382 10 21.,40 2 .. 49 @789 .10 1.592 ,,06 
Emotional 
Stability 10 15.,50 7.,os 20239 10 13.20 5o21 1,.647 2 .. 30 2 .. 779 ,,$3 
Objectivity 10 15030 5.,96 L.886 10 16010 6 .. 54 2.068 "$0 2.,799 .28 
Friendliness 10 15 .. 60 7o21 2 .. 280 10 16 .. 90 4.,s4 1.. 531 1..30 2.,747 .,47 
Thoughtfulness 10 18.00 5 .. 11 1.,616 10 17 .. 60 4,.05 1$282 1 .. 00 2 .. 063 048 
Personal 
Relations 10 17.,50 5o00 1 .. 586 10 18 .. 10 3 .. 70 19169 .,60 10966 .,30 
Masculinity ·10 . N 40 <(). 3o4B 1 .. 101 10 8.60 4 ('6 06' L,538 a20 10892 .. 10 00-
\..n 
/1 General Act,i vitv 
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Graph 10.--Profiles of the mean T-scores on the scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Survey for the comparison of aesthetic ability-artistic interest agreement 
for the low-ability women. 
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groups show no statistically significant differences. But there 
is a trend for the low-ability-low-interest group to rate slight-
ly higher on Restraint, Ascendance, and on the profile, to show 
a lightly better emotional adjustment. Here we find a reverse 
tendency in regard to men and -vmmen in a particular 
sub-division. Cultural expectancy may be causing interest to 
develop out of proportion to ability, and thereby causing emotion-
al conflict since our society seems to expect women to be more 
artistic. The data for this sub-group is given in Table 13 a.nd 
Graph lOo 
Compar2-~031 of tlif:~h Aesthetic Ability Hen. --On the upper ability 
level statistically significant differences for the men are evi-
dent on two personality ,scales--Ascendance and Masculinity. On 
Ascendance there is a difference of 3.56, reliable at the five 
per cent level; on Masculinity the difference is 5-43, reliable 
at the one per cent level. The high-ability-low-interest male 
group rates higher than the high-ability-high-interest group on 
these tvm scales 9 indicating a greater tendency toward habits of 
leadership, self-defense, and conspicuousness as well as greater 
Niasculinity of interest.s and emotions. Moreover, on the person-
ality patterns there is indicated a tendency toward greater Emo-. 
tional Stability for the low interest group, although this is not 
statistically reliable. The high-ability-high-interest men tend 
more toward submissiveness and vTit,hdrawal and to have less than 
average Emotional Stability. The high-ability-high-interest 
group are less masculine in their interests than those 
who have high-ability-low-interest. This again, is probably 
TABLJ:1; 14 
THE COMPARISON OF AESTHETIC ABILITY-ARTISTIC INTEREST AGREENENT FOH THE 
HIGH-ABILITY MALE GROUP ON THE GUILFORD-ZHWIEmTAN TEMPERAlJlENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Low-Interest Grau~ High-Interest Group Diff. S .. E., 
of of t-
Scales Noa Mean So Do So Ee No., Bean SeDc S,,E,, l\1eans Diff0 Value 
General 
Activity 30 16~80 6 .. 38 1.164 30 15 .. 63 5.,15 o .. 91+0 lol7 L,lr90 0.,78 
Restraint 30 17.,53 5,.67 1..035 30 15053 .~ 1 t )._o ,942 2 .. 00 1.,400 1 .. 43 
Ascendance 30 18056 4,,65 0850 30 15~00 5.94 L,085 3.,56 1~31:"5'0 2o85 
Sociability 30 18073 5086 1.070 30 l8e46 7 .. 03 1 .. 284 e27 1.,350 .,20 
Emotional 
Stability 30 16 .. 73 6.,56 1 .. 198 30 14.,36 4o97 0908 2o37 lc50C lo5b 
Objectivity 30 l5e86 5.,99 1.,094 JO 16e00 d.:-094 ,,902 .. 14 1.418 .,10 
Friendliness 30 13 "1.3 5.,45 0995 30 13 "83 5o52 1 .. 009 ,,70 1.,414 • Li-9 
Thoughtfulness 30 20 .. 43 4ol9 .766 30 20,, lf.O J.99 .729 eOJ 1 .. 059 eOJ 
Personal 
Relations 30 l4a0J 5. L~7 ~998 30 15 .. 06 lH61 .. s41 1.,03 L,306 079 
l\Ia.sculinity 30 2L~ .. 06 3.50 0640 30 18 .. 33 ~ 4 ') I, o ..) ()09 0 o, 5.,73 leOJl 5.56 
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Temperament Survey for the comparison of aesthetic ability-artistic interest agreement 




THE COMPARISON OF AESTHETIC ABILITY-ARTISTIC INTEREST AGREEMENT FOR THE 
HIGH-ABILITY FEMALE GROUP ON THE GUILFORD-Ziil.lfi\JiERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY 
Significance of 
Differences 
Low-Interest Grou2 High-Interest Grou2 Diff. SoE. 
of of t-
Scales No. Mean S.D. · S.E. No. Mean S.D. S.E. Means Di.ff. Value 
General 
Activity 20 17.30 5.77 1.291 20 14.so 3.78 0.846 2.50 1.540 1..62 
Restraint 20 17.15 4.15 .928 20 17.95 3.97 .887 .20 1.283 .16 
Ascendanq~ . 20 13.10 4.so 1.074 20 12.95 4,.67 1.045 .15 1.,499 .10 
Sociability 20 20.20 6.03 1.34$ 20 19.75 5.47 1.223 .45 1.817 .25 
Emotional 
Stability 20 15.75 5.59· 1.250 20 14 .. 35 5.93 1.327 1.40 1.823 .77 
Objectivity 20 15.90 5.35 1.198 20 17.00 5.15 1.152 1.10 1.661 .66 
Friendliness 20 17.05 4.86 1.087 20 19.25 4.99 1.117 .. so 1.553 .51 
Thoughtfulness 20 18.90 3.s7 .$65 20 19.80 4.48 1.002 .90 1.324 · .68 
Personal 
Relations 20 18.55 4.06 .907 20 19.45 5.03 1.125 .90 1.445 .62 
Masculinity 20 12.45 8.50 0928 20 11.20 3.11 .696 1.25 1.160 1.08 
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Graph 120--Profiles of the mean T--scores on the scales of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperamen-:1 §/u.rvey for the comparison of aesthetic ability-artistic interest agreement 
for the high-ability women .. 
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caused by a cultural factor. The data for this comparison is 
included in Table 14 and Graph 1. 
Ii,:i,g_h-Ab:ility ~Jomen. --The comparison of the women in the high-
ability group, as in the low-ability group, shows no statistically 
significant scores. There is a tendency for the high-ability-
low-interest division to show more General Activity and greater 
Masculinity than the group with high-ability-interest agreement. 
The personality profiles show a slight tendency on the part of 
the high-ability-interest agreement women to show more Restraint 
and better Personal Relations and a slight tendency toward less 
adequate emotional and personal adjustment. Since the t1,m 
groups rate so closely together, and are both in the normal 
range one could hardly call either maladjusted. Table 15 and 
Graph 12 record the data for the comparison of these ·womeno 
The findings on the ability-interest agreement in aesthetic 
ability in thi:3 study tend to confirm those of 1:Jesley, Corey, 
and Stewa:ct on the no.sological scales of the I1,'.ITJIPI. 11 They found 
11a tendency to less adequate personal adjustment 71 for men with 
high-ability-high-interest agreement. If this personal adjust-
ment includes emotional adjustment, which the nature of the WIM:PI 
·would seem to indicate, the high-ability-high-interest agreement 
for women in thia study tends slightly in that direction. On 
the Guilford-Zimmerman survey high-ability-high-interest women 
show Personal Relations-higher than for the average norms. This 
would indicate that while emotional and social adjustment is 
11 Wesley, Corey, and Stewart, .2.E.· cit., p. 196. 
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slightly less adequate, this group of women are more tolerant 
of others and less critical of the existing institutions in our 
society .. 
He may conclude that there are tendencies for patterns to 
characterize the men and women in each of the four ability-
interest divisions. However, these groups are all small, 
especially those for women. More studies with larger groups 
need to be made before the meaning of these tendencies are clear 
or could be used as a counseling technique. 
CHAP'I1ER V 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
The interest-personality pattern approach has been employed 
in recent years as a technique in searching for a better under-
standing of individual differences as related to various voca-
tions and abilities. There is a great need to have a better 
understanding of the interrelationships of interests, personal-
ity traits, and abilities, not only for the practical purposes 
of selection and guidance, but also for adding to our scientific 
understanding of human differences. 
This study deals with the factors of intelligence, sex, 
interests, and personality traits as related to aesthetic 
ability of college students in beginning psychology cburses. 
The data for this study were secured by the use of the follow-
ing instrmnents: The Meier Art Judgment Test, the Henmon-Nelson 
Tests .Q.f. Mental Ability., The Kuder Preference Record., and the 
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey. 
?.ummary of Results 
Grou12. Differences in aesthetic ability and in intelligence. 
1. The high-ability group tends to be slightly superior 
to the art students in aesthetic ability, however the difference 
is statistically inconclusive. 
2. No significant differences are evident in the mental 
95 
ability of the high-ability group and the art students, both 
groups ranking at approximately the ?0th percentile on college 
norms. 
3 .. Differences in mental ability are large and very sig-
nificant for the comparison of the low-ability group ·with either 
the high-ability group or the art students. The low-ability 
group ranks at the 35th percentile. The great difference may be 
due to the fact that we are contrasting the upper 50 per cent on 
the art judgment test with the lower four per cent. 
~~. There are no significant sex differences in mental 
ability indicated by the data. 
Sex Differences in Interest and Personality Patterns as 
Related to Aesthetic Ability 
Sex differences in interest 12at·~erns. --
1. A profile analysis of the interests scales differenti-
ating the sexes in the low-ability group show varied interestsj 
with women excelling men on the Computational, Persuasive, and 
Social Service scales, and men showing greater interest on the 
Outdoor, Scientific and Musical scales. 
2. The patterns for the high-ability men and vmmen are 
very similar, both in shape and position, except for Scientific 
interest, in which men are superior to women. 
Sex differences in pers.o_nality J;Lattern__§,. --
1. A personality pattern, including the traits of Masculin-
ity, Ascendance, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Sociability 
and Personal Relations, in favor of the men, differentiates be-
tween the sexes in the lm'J-ability group. 
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2. In the high-ability group distinctive personality 
patterns are found for both men and women. 
3 .. Men in the high-ability group tend to show more energy, 
vitality and enthusiasm; greater habits of self defense and 
leadership; and somewhat more mental poise, reflectiveness and 
philosophical attitude, than women do. 
4,. The personality pattern for high-ability ·women indicate 
a slightly better social and personal adjustment, and a tendency 
to be more conscientious and to show more persistent effort than 
men in the same group,. 
Differences in Interests and Personality Patterns 
for Low-Ability and High-Ability Groups 
Interest Patterns for illfill·--
1. The interest pattern for low-ability men shows strong 
Computational, Social S8 rvice and Clerical interest. 
2. The high aesthetic ability male group has a cluster of 
interests indicating stronger liking for activities on the 
Outdoor, Artistic, and Literary scales than the low-ability group .. 
Interest Patterns for ·women.--
1. The interest patterns for lmv and high-ability vmmen 
are very distinctive. High-ability women have a pattern indi-
eating a high interest on the Outdoor, Artistic, and lVlusical 
scales and a weak interest on the Computational, Persuasive, 
Social Service, and Clerical scales. The reverse pattern 
characterizes the low-ability women. 
2o High-ability women show strong differentiating interests 
" on the Outdoor and Artistic scales, with interest in either 
11 
literature or musice 
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,Personality Patterns for ill.fil1.·--. 
1. Men with high aesthetic ability appear to make a some-
what less adequate personal adjustment than men with low 
aesthetic ability. They also show a less tolerant and objective 
attitude in their association with others. On the other hand, 
high ... ability men appear to have greater n1ental poise and to 
exhibit more persi::c:tent effort than the lcrw-ability men. 
2. The syndrome of traits characteristic of men with high 
aesthetic ability are greater Restraint and '11J1oughtfulness with 
weaker Sociability, Emotional Stability, and Personal Tielations 
than the 101;11-ability men. 
Personality Patterns for women.--
1. Women with high aesthetic ability tend to show greater 
Restraint, more Thoughtfulness, and a little better Personal. 
Relation than low-ability women. 
2. Low-ability women tend to show greater Sociabilit;y .. 
3. The personality patterns, of the high and low-ability 
groups for -women, are quite similar in shape as contrasted with 
the very differently shaped personality pattern for men. The pat-
terns for both the women groups lie close to the 50th percentile. 
Aesthetic Ability--Artistic Interest Agreement 
As Related to Personality Traits 
1. There are patterns characterizing the men and women in 
each of the ability-interest-agreement divisions. 
2. \illhen low aesthetic ability is accompanied by high 
artistic interest men tend to be less restrained and more impul ... 
sive than men who have low artistic interest and low ability. 
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3. Lmv-abili ty-high-interest vmmen tend to show slightly 
less adequate emotional adjustment than the low-ability-low-
interest group. There have been no other studies made on this 
phase of the ability-interest relationship. 
4. Men ·with high-ability accompanied by high-interest 
show less Ascendance, Masculinity, and slightly less Emotional 
Stability than the high-ability-low-interest men. 
5. High-ability-high-interest women tend to have better 
Personal Relations and to show more Emotional Stabili"Gy than 
high-ability-low-interest group. 
These findings tend to confirm those found by Wesley Corey 
and Stevmrt on the nosological scales of the ~. When studying 
people in a particular field, Lffwis found that those who had 
littl(3 interest in their work showed more abnormal tendencies. 
CH~NERAL CONCLUSIONS 
1. Some relationship appears to exist between aesthetic 
judgment and the personality traits of Thoughtfulness and 
Restraint since both men and women with high aesthetic ability 
tend to excel the lovr-ability group on these scales. 
2. Thie data seem to indicate a relationship between high 
aesthetic ability and above average interest on the Outdoor and 
ltrtistic scale, also between high aesthetic ability and a lack 
of interest in the Computational, Scientific, Social Service, 
and Clerical interest scales. 
3o There is a greater similarity of interests for the 
high-ability men and women than for the lovr-abili ty men and 
1.1omen. 
4. The only outstanding sex difference in interests of the 
high-ability group, as revealed by the profile, is the superior-
ity of the men on the Scientific scale. 
5. Intelligence appears to be a factor in high aesthetic 
ability .. 
6. 'rherE; are definite patterns of interests and personal-
ity traits that differentiate between men and vmmen with high 
ae,sthetic ability and tho:::;c;:i with l.ml'J aesthetic ability, thereby 
indicating some relation3hip between interests and personality 
traits v,Then studied in connection with a sp,~cific ability. 
Blum found no such relationship in his study. 
7. There are definite patterns of interest and personality 
traits that differentiate the members of either sex with high 
aesthet,ic ability from those with low aesthetic ability. 
8. Temperament appears to be related to aesthetic abili-
ty. Both men and t·mmen of high aesthetic ability tend to sho'iJ 
more submissiveness and less adequate emotional ad;justment than 
the low-ability group. 
9. In aesthetic-ability-artistic-interest agreement there 
appears. to b('; a cultural expectancy factor present. VJomen with 
high-interest tend to 
ability is low. Men 
sho1.; emo··:;ional instability wlrnn aesthetic 
th high-abili show poor emotioLal and 
social adjustrnr:?nt vJhi:'.m ability i.J accompanied by high-interest .. 
10. For guidance purposes, separate interest and personal-
ity profih" patterns for men and vmmen should be used. Such 
patterns might be of some valu,e as one tool to be used in educa-
tional and vocational guidance. 
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SUGGESTIOW3 FOR FUTURE STUDY 
I 
Further research, using larger high and low aesthetic abil-
ity groupo, should be made to verify the findings in this study 
before the personality and interest patterns found herein are 
used as a technique in educational and vocational guidance. A 
study should be made for ea.ch ::,ex, comparing individual profiles 
of art students and students with high aesthetic ability 1;;rith 
the mean 'I'-scoro profiles of the men and WOli,Em in these tvro 
groups. 
A study on the art training level, comparing senior male 
art majors with senior students in architecture might be of 
value from the standpoint of guidance$ A further comparison 
could then be made with the high-ability group .. 
The findings on the abili ty-int;erest agreement sub-group 
should be verified by using larger groups, especially the 
groups for the women. A study of ability-interest agreement in 
understanding some emotional problems of college students. 
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